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       Recoil properties of 137 radionuclides formed in the photospallation reactions on
27Al, natv, natcu, 93Nb, na"Ag, "atTa, and r97Au induced by bremsstrahlung beams of end-point
energies (E,) from 60 to 1 100 MeV have been investigated using the thick-target thick-catcher
method. The obtained recoil properties showed Eo-independence at E,lll:600 MeV, reflecting
the resonance nature in photonuclear reaction. The forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, at E,lll
600 MeV were found to be independent of mass difference (AA) between a product (A,) and a
target' (A,) and also A,. The average F/B is 2.7Å}O.3 The mean range Ro in the target material
was derived from the observed mean ranges, Fn/ and BPV, PV being the target thickness, and
found to be expressed as R,=a(z4t4)b, where a and b are good functions of atomic number of
target, Z,. The kinematic properties ofthe product nuclei were analyzed by the two-step vector
velocity model. The forward velocity v after the first step ofphoton-reaction is quite different
from that of proton-reaction at E,;S3 GeV, though the difference disappears at higher
energies. On the other hand the mean kinetic energy T of the residual nucleus in the second
step is equal to that of proton-reaction, irrespectively of E,. The comparison with T values
calculated by the PICA (Photon-Induced Intranuclear Cascade Analysis) code at Eo=400 MeV
was also performed. It was found that the code reproduce well the experimental results of "atV
and "atCu, but the same calculations for 93Nb, natAg, "atTa, and i9'Au give lower T values. The
parameter values of g,=T/(A,4/A,), which is an average kinetic energy ofthe emitted particies
in a random-walk process of both the photon•- and proton-reactions, were found to increase
with an increase ofA. but change the slopes to become constant above A,=100.
       The thick-target thick-catcher method by using chemical separation technique was
applied to a study on the recoil properties and the reaction yields ofradionuclides formed in
the photofission of '9'Au at E, =300-1 1OO MeV. The observed mean ranges FJ>l7 and BPV show
Eo-independence at the studied energies. The F/B ratios are also independent of AA, but the
weighted mean value ofE/B=1.1Å}O.I is quite different from that ofphotospallation. The mean
kinetic energies T of the product nuclei were also analyzed by the two-step vector velocity
model and compared with those of the proton-induced reactions. The charge distribution
characters, such as the most probable charge and the width parameter of the charge
I
distribution, were determined These quantities show Eo-independence at E,;-}-l600 iMeV,
reflecting the limiting behavior in photofission process The symmetric mass yield
distributions ofthe photofission on i9'Au were obtained at Eo=300-1100 MeV, and compared
with the literature values The most probable mass and the FWHM ofthe mass distribution
were calculated They also show Eo-independence at Eolll;600 MeV The total fission yields
obtained by the present radiochemical technique are consistent with the literature values from
the ionization chambers and the solid state detectors.
       Also presented are the photopion reaction yields for "atFe(y, 7cT)cn)"5Co, "9Co(y, 7T-xn)
59-X
Ni (x=-r2, 3), "atCu(y, rt'x`n)62Zn, '5As(y, rc-.rtn)'5-XSe (.r-O, 2, 3, 4, 5), '5As(y, rt'L)'5Ge, "atAg(y,
7c-
xn)iO"•iO'ii07Cd, i09Ag(y, 7c')i09Pd, "atln(y, 7z-.rrn)i09'iiO'iii'ii3Sn, and ii"In(y, n')ii5Cd reactions at
E,=50-1200 MeV. Yield variations as a function ofthe number ofthe emitted neutrons (x) for
5" co, '5As, '09Ag, and 'i5In were compared with those for the other targets studied in the
author's group. The yield variations at E,ll:400 MeV were found to be typical of (3,3)
resonance. The reactions for neutron multiplicities as large as xlll6 are notable for targets of
A,lll IOO, while only the reactions for smaller x are measurable for the lighter targets. The
measured yields for the (y,rt=) are consistent with the previous A,-dependence. On the other
hand, the (y,x-xn) reaction yields for x21; 1 are small in general compared with those deduced
 from the previous A,-dependence. The observed yields for individual (y,rt-xn) reactions having
 equal x were also found to be a smoothly varying function of the neutron-to-proton ratio of
 the target, (N/Z). not ofthe target mass, A. or number oftarget neutrons, iV,. This implies that
 the reactions are initiated via competitive photoabsorptions by neutrons and protons in the
 target nucleus. The smooth variation of the profile changes its characteristics at
 (N/Z),= 1.30-1.40, corresponding to A,=100-130; this fact together with the variations of the
 yield values and the mean kinetic energy T in spallation implies higher excitation energies due
 to progressively larger medium effects in nuclei with A,21; 100. The photon induced cascade-
 evaporation calculations using the PICA code were performed and compared with the present
 results. The high observed yield ratios of Y(y,z-)/Y(y,x') compared with the calculated ones
 imply new nuclear structure effects that are not taken into consideration in the theoretical
 foundation of the PICA code. The calculated values for the (y,rc+xn) reactions also show a
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      Photons are the force caniers of the electromagnetic interaction. The electromagnetic
force can act on the scale of the whole nucleus but also at the smaller scale of nucleons and so
this interaction is very usefu1 for probing both global and local properties of the atomic
nucleus. At intermediate energies photons interact with the nucleus through three main types
of resonance processes; giant resonance, quasi-deuteron resonance, and A resonance, which
are characteristic for the wavelength of incident photons and the size of the target nucleus.
Above the pion threshold (t-140 MeV) the incoming photon excites a nucleon into the exited
delta-resonant (A resonance) state, which can subsequently decay (10J2" sec) by emitting a
nucleon and apion. The elementary interactions can be written as y+ p -> A' . n+ x' , y +
p - A' - p+nO,y+n - AO -> p+rt- , andy+n -. AO -h> n+ rtO. After these initial
processes, energetic pion and/or nucleon may escape from the nucleus or develop a cascade-
evaporation process in the same nucleus, as in the hadron-induced reaction [Serber (1947)]. A
variety of residual products are formed by this de-excitation process, depending on excitation
energy and target involved in both photon- and hadron-induced reactions. The initial
interactions of photons with nuclei are purely electromagnetic and are quite different from
that of hadron-induced reactions, which are initiated by the strong interaction between the
projectile and a nucleon in the target nucleus. It is ofinterest to investigate whether there exist
similarities or dissimilarities in the final steps in these two types of nuclear reaction.
      The photonuclear reactions in this energy range are classified into four general types
in the author's group: spallation, fragmentation, fission, and simpie photopion reactions. In
spallation, one or more light particles (nucleons, alpha particles, etc.) are emitted by the target
nucleus to form the observed nucleus. Fragmentation is characterized by the emission of one
or a few pieces of nuclear matter, called fragments and consisting of many nucleons. In
fission, the target nucleus divides into two fairly large nuclei. Photopion reactions are
characteristic of photonuclear reaction and those written as (y,x') and (y,x-rn) (xl-ltO) are
interested here. These four types of nuclear reaction are competing with each other depending
                                                   'on excitation energy and target.
      In the author's group the yields of bremsstrahlung-induced photopion reaction
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 [Sakamoto et al. (1989, 1990, 1999); Oura etal. (1994, I995& b)], photospallation [Shibata et
 al. (1989); Sarkar et al. (1991a-c, 1993)], and photofragmentation [Shibata et al. (1998)] on
 various targets have been measured by radiochemical techniques. By representing them with
 empirical formulas and/or by comparing them with theoretical caicuiations, much fruitfuI
 information related to reaction mechanism and nuclear structure have been extracted. At the
 same time, these systematic formulations of the reaction yields are of importance for other
 practical applications such as medicine (radionuclide production, pion-beam therapy),
 accelerator technology (activation of photon factory, radiation protection), and accelerator
based'nuclear waste transmutation.
        The present thesis consists ofthree chapters. Chapter 1 presents recoil properties of
radionuclides formed in photospallation reactions on complex nuclei at intermediate energies.
The thick-target thick-catcher method has been successfu11y applied to the studies of
photospailation reactions on 27Al, "atV, natCu, 93Nb, "atAg, natTa, and i9'Au induced by
bremsstrahlung beams of end-point energies (E,) from 60 to 1100 MeV. The experimental
techniques, the range results, and the analytical procedure based on the two step vector
velocity model are reported. The recoil velocity v from the first step and the mean kinetic
energy T of the residual nuclei in the second step are discussed by comparing with those
calculated by the PICA (Photon-Induced Intranuclear Cascade Analysis) code by Gabriel and
Alsmiller (1969) and also those ofthe proton-induced reactions.
       Chapter 2 presents recoil properties and yields ofphotofission products of '9'Au. The
thick-target thick-catcher method coupled with radiochemical separation technique has been
applied to the photofission reaction on '97Au at E,==300-1100 MeV. The fission characters
such as charge and mass distributions are determined and compared with those from
literature.
       Chapter 3 focuses on target dependence of photopion reactions at intermediate
energies. Photopion reaction yields of the (y,x') and (y,7c-xn) for xi.i)O for "aFe, 59Co, "aÅéu,
75As, "atAg, and "atln targets at E,==50-1200 MeV are presented. Their results are discussed
systematically in terms oftarget mass number, A. and the ratio ofthe number ofneutrons to
the number of protons in the target, (N/Z). together with those obtained previously and also
those by the PICA code.
2
Chapter Z
Reeoil Rr,operties ofRadi'on ueh'des "PTormed in Photospa]Ua tion
Reaetions on Comp7ex Nue7ei' at Zntermedi'ate Energ7'es
1.1. Introduction
      Photons of low and intermediate energies are expected to be a unique probe to look
inside atomic nuclei through three types of resonance processes: giant resonance, quasi-
deuteron resonance, and (3,3) resonance. These initial interactions ofphotons with nuclei are
purely electromagnetic and are quite different from that of hadron-induced reactions initiated
by the strong nucleon-nucleon interaction. It is of interest to investigate whether there exist
similarities or dissimilarities in the final steps in these two types of nuclear reaction. In the
author's group the systematic yield measurements of photospallation reactions on various
targets were reported [Shibata et al. (1987); Sarkar et al. (1991a, 1991b)]. Shibata et al.
(1987) measured the reaction yields of24 radioactive nuclides formed by the photospallation
reactions on "atCu (nat: natural isotopic abundance) at the bremsstrahlung end-point energies
(Eo) of 100-1000 MeV. Sarkar et al. (1991a, 1991b) measured those of22 nuclides from 5'V,
27 from 59Co, 31 from 89Y, 28 from i27I, 44 from i33Cs, 52 from i39La, and 40 from i97Au at
Eo=30-1050 MeV. They analyzed the yields by the five-parameter charge distribution and
mass yield distribution (CDMD) formula given by Rudstam (1966), and compared the results
with those of the hadron-induced spallations. From the slope parameter P of the mass-yield
curve in the CDMD formula, which is an indirect measure of the average excitation energy
transferred in the spalling nuclei, it was found that the excitation energy seems to saturate at
energies higher than 600 MeV in photon•-induced reaction, although it does so at kinetic
energies higher than around 2 GeV in hadron-induced reactions. It was also pointed out that
the average excitation energy of the cascade residues in photospallation is lower than that in
hadron-induced spallations.
      Further experiments such as nuclear recoil experimerits are expected to give us
information such as angular distributions and kinetic energies ofproduct nuclei, and to deepen
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our understanding on reaction mechanism. One ofthe simplest recoil experiments is the thick-
target thick-catcher method. It has been widely applied to studies of hadron-induced reactions
[Harvey (1960); Alexander (1968); Winsberg (1980)], but rarely to studies of photonuclear
reactions [Jarund and Forkman (1977b); Arakelyan et al. (1991); tA"nroyan et al. (1993a,
1993b)].
      In the present work the nuclear recoil experiments by the thick-target thick-catcher
method have been applied to the study ofthe photospallations on 2'Al, "atv, "arcu, 93Nb, natAg,
nat Ta, and i9'Au at E,lll600 MeV in order to investigate the reaction mechanism of
photospallations and to examine the effect due to the difference in the initial interactions
between photon and hadron dynamically. The experimental technique, the range results, and
the analytical method based on the two step vector velocity model are reported. The kinematic
parameters such as v, T, and E, are discussed systematically by referring to the previous proton
results and also to the PICA (Photon-induced Intranuclear Cascade Analysis) code [Gabriel
and AJsmiller (1969); Gabriel et al. (1971)] at E,=400 MeV. The preliminary results on 27Al,
nat cu, natAg, natTa, and i9'Au targets at E,==60 and 65 MeV are also referred in the present
discussions.
1.2. Experimental
1.2.1. Irradiations at KEK
      Irradiations of 27Al, "atV, "atCu, 93Nb, natAg, natTa, and i97Au by electron-free
bremsstrahlung beams with the end-point energies ofEo=250-1100 MeV were carried out by
the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron of the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization
(KEK) at Tanashi. A 50 pm thick Pt foil was used as a radiator for bremsstrahlung production,
and the beams were collimated to 20 mm in diameter at the irradiation position. A schematic
diagram ofthe target stack is shown in Fig. 1-1. The targets consisted ofa stack of20-50 sets
ofa high-purity target metal foil of2.5 x 2.5 cm2 in size sandwiched exactly by one pair of
Mylar foils of the same size which collected the recoil nuclei in the forward or backward
directions with respect to the beam. The detailed descriptions ofthe targets are summarized in
Table 1-1, which lists the targets of interest, their purities, thicknesses of the target foils and
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Fig. 1-1. Schematic diagram of target stack at KEK. foil, F=forward Mylar,




















Fig. 1-2. Schematic diagram of Al vacuum chamber and targot stack at KEK. T=Cu targot foil,
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Mylar catchers, the number oftarget foils in one target stack, and the E, vaiues studied. Mylar
foils used for the '9'Au targets were two times as thick as others in order to collect the high-
energy recoiling nuclei produced by fission and/or fragmentation completely (see Chap. 2).
The stack was sealed in an evacuated polyethylene bag together with additional Myiar foils on
the downstream side which served as an activation blank. The entire stack, together with AJ
beam monitor foils of200 mg/cm2 in thickness on both sides ofthe stack, was mounted on an
Al target holder and irradiated in air. The photon intensities evaluated from the monitor
reaction of 27Al(y,2pn)2`Na [Johnsson et al. (1975); Osada et al. (1987)] were 109-10'O
equivalent quanta per second (eq.q./s). The typical irradiation time was 3 hrs for 2'Al, "atv,
"at cu, and 93Nb, 4 hrs for "atAg and "atTa, and 5 hrs for i97Au. At an early stage of the present
worK the energy loss of recoiling nuclei in air was checked for the photospallation products
from "atCu by using an AJ vacuum chamber shown in Fig. 1-2, and was found to be negligible
within the experimental errors for al1 products interested.
1.2.2. Irradiations at LNS
      Irradiations at Eo=60 and 65 MeV were performed for the targets of 27Al, "atcu, "atAg,
"at Ta, and '97Au targets by using the 300 MeV electron linac of the Laboratory of Nuclear
Science (LNS) of Tohoku University. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1-3. A O.5 mm thick Pt plate was used for bremsstrahlung production and the
unconverted electrons were swept out by a magnet. Because the beam intensity of the linac
was high enough to break plastic catcher films, attentions were paid to target cooling. The
target stack consisted of a pile of 10 sets of a high-purity target metal foil of 1.0 cm in
diameter sandwiched between one pair ofKapton foils of7.1 mg/cm2 in thickness and 1.0 cm
in diameter. The purities and thicknesses ofthe targets and the E, values studied are given in
Table 1-2. This pile and the additional Kapton foils (7.1 mg/cm2 x 10) on the downstream side
as a blank were sandwiched between the Kapton guard foils and wrapped with a high-purity
Al foil. The entire stack, together with Au beam monitor foils of90 mg/cm2 in thickness on
both sides of the stack, was sealed in a quartz tube under reduced pressure. During the
irradiation the quartz tube was cooled continuously with fresh nitrogen gas from a liquid
nitrogen cylinder. The photon intensities were estimated to be about 5 x 10i2 eq.q.ls. from the
























 at LNS. T==targot foil,
guard Kapton, and BLK=
Au
1OmmÅë
Fig. 1-3. Schematic diagram of targot stack
B =backward Kapton, Au==Au beam monitor, G=
8
 F :forward Kapton,
b1ank Kap ton.
monitor reaction of '9'Au(y,n)i96Au [Osada et al. (1987); Lindgren and Jonsson (1971)]. The
irradiation times were 15 min.
1.2.3. y-ray spectrometry
      After the irradiation the some selected target foils and all the forward and backward
catcher foils from one target pile were collected separately, and assayed for radioactivities
nondestructively with high-purity Ge detectors each coupled with a 4 K pulse-height analyzer.
In order to obtain the data on spallation products far from i9'Au target, chemical separations
of rare earth elements (REE) were employed for both the Au targets and the Mylar catchers
from separate irradiations at E,=600, 950, and 1000 MeV at KEK. The details of the
separation procedures are described in Appendix A. The identifications ofradionuclides were
made from their y-ray energies and half-lives. The y-ray intensities were determined with the
automatic peak search program, "SPECana198" by Hamajima (l998), which bases on the
original one by Komura (1974), and/or manual calculations. The detector efficiency was
determined with the calibrated i52Eu and i82Ta sources with the same geometry as the samples.
The decay propenies of interest, such as half-lives, y-ray energies, branching ratios, and
formation types (C: cumulative, I: independent), were taken from Refs [Firestone (1996);
Browne and Firestone (1986); Reus and Westmeier (1983)], and are summarized in Tables 1-
3a - 1-3g. Also tabulated in the same tables are the e values for the production of the
nuclides calculated from the mass excesses given by Firestone (1996), assuming the reactions
of (y,xnyp) type. The contributions of the blank activities to the catcher foil were found to be
negligible for all isotopes except for 2`Na produced from "atCu (3o O/o).
1.3. Results and Discussion
1.3.1. Recoiled fractions and effective mean ranges
      In the present work the radioactivities of 1, 14, 24, 26, 31, 21 and 20 nuclides
produced from 27Al, "atv, "atCu, 93Nb, "atAg, "atTa, and i97Au, respectively, were identified both
in the target and catcher foils. From the fractions ofeach nuclide measured in the forward and
backward catcher foils, denoted by F and B, respectively, the effective mean ranges, 17PV and
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Table 1-3a. Relevant nuclear data for 27AJ.
Nuclide Half life E (keV) b.r.(O/o) Formation type value (MeV)
Na-24 14.96 h 1368.6 1OO C -3 1.4
Nuclear data are from Ref. [Firestone (1996)].
Table 1-•3b. Relevant nuclear data for "atv.



































































































Nuclear data are from ReÅí [Firestone (1996)].
D: y-ray of the daughter in equilibrium
Table 1-3c. Relevant nuclear data for "atCu.

















































































































Nuclear data are from Ref. fFirestone (1996)].
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Table 1-3c. continued.

















































Table 1-3d. Relevant nuclear data for 93Nb.
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Nuclear data are from ReÅí [Firestone (1996)] except for * from ReÅí [Browne and Firestone (1986)].
D: y-ray of the daughter in equilibrium
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Table 1-3e• Relevant nuclear data for "atA
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Nuclear data are from ReÅí [Firestone (1996)] except for " from Ref. [Browne and Firestone (1986)].
D: y-ray of the daughter in equilibrium
Table 1-3f. Relevant nuclear data for natTa.

























Nuclear data are from ReÅí [Firestone (1996)].
D: y-ray of the daughter in equilibrium
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Table 1-3f. continued.

























































































































Table 1-3 . Relevant nuclear data for 197Au.
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Nuclear data are from Ref. IFirestone (1996)] except for "1 from ReÅí [Browne and Firestone (1986)]
and "2 from ReÅí {Reus and Westmeier (l983)].
D: y-ray of the daughter in equilibrium
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BPil in the targets, were obtained by multiplying the target thickness PV in unit of ptg/cm2. The
FPI/ and BPY values in unit of ptg/cm2 and the forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, are tabulated in
the 2nd-•4th columns ofTables B1-B7 in Appendix B, respectively. The reaction yields in unit
of ptb per equivalent quanta (ptb/eq.q.) are also given in the last column ofthe tables, except
for 2`Na from 2'Al (Table Bl). The associated errors were evaluated from counting statistics
and decay curve analyses. The yield values include the additional errors of about 3 O/o from
uncertainties ofthe detector eflriciency and the monitor yield [Osada et al. (1987)].
1.3. 1. 1. 0bservedrecoilpropertiesfor 27Al(x 2pn?2`Na reaction
      The recoil properties of )`Na produced by 27Al(y,2pn)2`Na reaction were measured at
the wide bremsstrahlung end-point energies (Eo) of 60-1100 1iV[eV in the present work. This
reaction is a simple type of the typical spallation in terms of the particle multiplicity and
seems to be advantageous to investigate the difference between the photon- and proton-
induced reactions as regards their reaction mechanisms, because the recoil properties of 2"liNa
for the corresponding proton-induced reaction, 27Al(p,3pn)2`Na, have been well studied at
various bombarding energies ofE,=O.024--300 GeV [Hintz (1952); Fung and Perlman (1952);
Wolfgang and Friedlander (1954); Volkova and Denisov (1959); Poskanzer et al. (1963);
Steinberg and Winsberg (1974)].
      The forward-to-backward ratios, FB, of 2`Na produced by 2'Al(y,2pn)2`Na reaction are
shown as a function of Eo by open circles, together with that by Amroyan et al. (1993) at
Eo=4.5 GeV by an open square in Fig. 1-4. The F/B ratio is shown to be E,-independent at al1
the studied E, of O.06-4.5 GeV, and the weighted mean value is 2.0Å}O.1. The F/B ratios for
the proton-induced reaction of 2''Al(p,3pn)2`Na reported by Fung and Perlman (1952) (closed
triangles), Wolfgang and Friedlander (1954) (closed inverse triangles), Volkova and Denisov
(1959) (a closed circle), Poskanzer et al. (1963) (closed diamonds), and Steinberg and
Winsberg (1974) (closed squares) are also included in Fig. 1-4 as a function ofproton energy,
E,. Their results are consistent with each other and connected by a dashed line. The F/B in the
proton-reaction decreases steeply with an increase of E, from F/B=12 at E,= 180 MeV to a
constant value ofF/B =2.4Å}O.3 at E, lll; 3 GeV.
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Fig. 1-5. Mean ranges FW (open symbols) and BW (closed symbols) aS functions ofEo for 27AJ(y,2pn)24Na
reaction and Ep for 27Al(p,3pn)2`Na reaction.
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are shown as a function of E, by large open and closed circles, respectively, together with
those by AJnroyan et al. (1993) at E,=4.5 GeV by large squares. The FW and BPIZ for
2' Ai(p,3pn)2`Na reaction cited above are also shown in Fig. 1-5 by the open and closed
symbols, respectively, together with the Fl;V values by Hintz (1952) at E,=O.024-O.09 GeV
(crosses). The FJ>V and BPP' values for the photon-reaction increase with an increase ofE, and
become constant above Eo=O.6 GeV. The weighted means of the FJ47 and Bn/ at E,=O.6-1.1
GeV are 160Å}10 and 77Å}2 pg/cm2 of Al, respectively. These values agree well with the
reported ones by Arnroyan et al. (1993) at Eo=4.5 GeV within the experimental errors. The
results of the proton-reactions reported by the different authors are consistent with each other
and connected by dashed lines, except for the FnZ value at E,==O.66 GeV by Volkova and
Denisov (1959) (a small open circle). The curve for the FW increases from its threshold to
E,=70 MeV, indicating the large momentum transfer in a compound-nucleus type reaction.
Afler the peak at E,=70 MeV the FJZIi decreases gradually with an increase ofE, and levels off
at E,l-l)3 GeV where the limiting behavior was found in proton-induced reaction [Rudstam
(1966)]. On the other hand, the BPV values available at E, lll;O. 18 GeV shows an opposite trend
to the FPV, i.e., the BPV increases slowly with an increase ofE, from O.18 GeV and becomes
constant at the same E, as the F"Z. These constant values ofthe FW and BB/ at E, l-lr3 GeV are
170Å}1O and 72Å}6 pglcm2 of Al, respectively, and are equal to the corresponding ones deduced
above from the photon-reaction at E, ll;O.6 GeV within the experimental errors.
1.3.1.2. 0bservedrecoilpropertiesfor n"tV, n"'Cu, "3Nb, na'Ag, no'Ta, and i"'Au targets
      The mean ranges FPV and Brv, and the F/B ratios of 14, 24, 26, 31, 21 and 20 nuclides
produced from "atv, natCu, 93Nb, natAg, "atTa, and i97Au, respectively, are shown as a function of
Eo in Figs. Cl-C6 in Appendix C. AJso shown in the figures by open circles are the reaction
yields in unit of ptb per equivalent quantum (pb/eq.q.). The yields reported by Sarkar et al.
(1991a) for "atV and i9'Au and Shibata et al. (1987) for "atCu are included by open squares for
comparison. The arrow on the E, axis indicates the e value tabulated in Tables 1-3b - l-3g.
In general the reaction yields obtained in the present work agree well with those by Sarkar et
al. (1991a) for both "atV and i9'Au. For some product nuclei from "atCu, however, the present
yields are somewhat higher than those reported by Shibata et al. (1987). This discrepancy
16
may originate from the detector efficiency used. Shibata et al. (1987) measured the detector
effriciencies by y-ray reference sources of point size after the correction for the target or
monitor thickness and the size ofthe beam spot by a computer program. On the other hand,
the detector efliTiciencies used by Sarkar et al. (199la) were deterrnined in the same method as
used in the present work.
      The FW and BPJZ values shown in Figs. Cl-C6 seem to be independent of
bremsstrahlung end-point energies (Eo) at E,)-600 MeV, though the preliminary results at
E,=60 and 65 MeV are apparently smaller than those at higher energies. The E,-independence
of FJ>V and Brv (and FB ratio) above E,=600 MeV is consistent with that of the slope
parameter P in the CDMD formula as described in Introduction, and indicates that the
photons responsible for the production ofthese nuclides are mostly ofenergies lower than 600
MeV and there is no appreciable change of the reaction mechanism at E,l600 MeV.
Therefore the following discussions will be proceeded on the basis ofthe average quantities at
Eo lll;600 MeV. The average values ofFrv and BJZV, based on the measurements at 3 E, above
600 MeV for "atV, 8 E, for "a'Cu, 3 E, for 93Nb, 6 E, for "atAg, 6 E, for "atTa, and 8 E, for i97Au,
are given in unit of pg/cm2 ofeach target metal in the 4th and 5th columns ofTables D1-D6
in Appendix D. The results for i6'Er, '5'Dy, and i52Dy from '9'Au were obtained from the
chemically separated samples from the separate irradiations at E,=600, 950, and 1000 MeV.
The quoted uncertainties represent the standard deviations in the weighed means, as
determined from the replicate experiments at different E, above 600 MeV.
      The averaged values of FW and BPV are shown by open and closed circles,
respectively, as a function ofthe mass difference (At4) between a product (A,) and a target (A,)
in Figs.1-6a -- ld•6Åí ln the present work, the A•, values of51, 63.6, 108, and 18l were used for
the targets ofnatV, natCu, "atAg and "atTa with the natural isotopic abundances, respectively. The
FBZ values are higher than the corresponding BJ>ll, and both increase in parallel with an
increase of AA, while the values at the same At4 decrease with an increase ofA,. This
increasing trend ofFJ4Z and BEV with AA can be divided into two components; one is a steep
increase for the (y,xn) (x i-lr 1) products and the other is a gentle increase for the (y,xnyp) (x, y
lll; 1) products. The latter component is represented by dashed lines. The mean ranges of the
(y,xn) (x l-ll 1) products as noted relevantly in Figs. 1-6a - 1-6f, which are mainly produced by
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the giant resonance absorption, are obviously smaller than those ofthe (y,xn)p) products from
the respective targets (dashed line), which are mainly produced by the quasi-deuteron
resonance and/or the (3,3) resonance absorptions. However this difference is not very clear
for the (y,xn) reactions with higher multiplicities of .v lil4, due to negligibly small
contributions of the giant-resonance absorption. The existence of these two components in
photospallation was suggested previously in the yield measurements by Sarkar et al (199lb),
in which the reaction yields of the (y,xu) (x lil; 1) products deviate from the ones empirically
deduced by the CDMD formula by Rudstam (1966), and a new empirical expression for this
type of reaction was proposed. In case of "atCu the FPY and BPV values reported by Jarund and
Forkman (1977b) on natCu at E,=800 MeV and Arakelyan et aL (1991) on 65Cu at E,=4.5 GeV
are available and included in Fig. 1-6b by squares and triangles, respectively. Their results
agree well with those obtained in the present worK though the Eo values for each experiment
are different.
      The forward-to-backward ratios, FB, at E,)600 MeV are plotted as a function of ,CL4
in Figs. 1-7a - 1-7f, for "atV, "atCu, 93Nb, "atAg, "atTa, and r97Au, respectively. As the parallel
increases ofFW and BW in Figs.1-6a - 1-6f imply, the F/B ratios are independent of AA and
their weighted mean values are now shown to be 2 3Å}O.9 for "atV, 2.5Å}O.5 for "atCu, 2.8Å}O.s
for 93Nb, 2.7Å}O.4 for natAg, 2.9Å}O.4 for natTa, and 2.5Å}O.6 for i97Au. Also noted is that these
average values are all equal, irrespectively oftarget within the associated errors On the other
hand, it was found from literature survey that the F/B ratios of typical spallation products
from proton-induced reactions at incident proton-energies (E,) of E,;El3 GeV vary with Ae4,
 and decrease with an increase ofE,, but becomes constant and Ei and At4-independent above
 3 GeV (see Sect. 1.3.4.2 for the proton data). It seems interesting that this constant F/B ratio
 of proton-induced reactions at E,>3 GeV is equal to that of the photon-induced reactions
 observed in the present work at E,lll600 MeV. The implications of this behavior will be
 discussed in the following section in terms ofthe two-step vector velocity analysis.
1.3.2. Analysis by two step vector velocity model
      The measured recoil data may be used to derive some recoil parameters by means of
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Fig. 1-7. Forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, above Eo =600 MeV as a function ofAA for
(a) natV, (b) natCu, (c) 93Nb, (d) natAg, (e) natTa, and (fi i97Au targets.
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energy proton reactions. In the present work, the two-step vector velocity model developed by
Winsberg (1978) was employed for this purpose. According to this model the observable
velocity vi of a recoiling residual nucleus is resolved into two velocity components v and V
corresponding to the cascade step and the deexcitation or breakup step of the reaction,
respectively. The cascade component v is assumed to be parallel to the beam direction, and
the perpendicular component to be zero. The breakup velocity V must be symmetric in the
moving system and is in fact assumed to be isotropic. Furthermore, ifthe range ofa recoiling
nucleus in the target material R, can be related to its velocity by an expression ofRi-C(v,)V,
where C and N are constants, and if v/J/ is small, the following relations can be derived,
                    Fnz = ZliL (i + 2(Ni 2) il + (N i i)2 (if)2)
                    Bn7 = Z:L (i - 2(N3' 2) t} + (N ii)2 (; ,)2i
The quantity R, is the mean range in the target material corresponding to the recoil velocity V,
so that Ro=C( dyV. The Ro and v/1/ were calculated from the measured quantities ofFPY and BBi
by using above two equations. The calculated R, was converted to the kinetic energy Tofthe
residual nucleus by using the range-energy table. The range-energy relation used to convert Ro
to T(=A V2/2) and to obtain the values C and Nwas calculated by the TRIM95 (TRansport of
Ions in Matter, 1995) code [Ziegler et al. (1985); Firestone (1996)]. The forward velocity v
was calculated from the vM and Tvalues. The results ofthese analyses at E,l600 MeV are
listed in the 7th-1lth columns of Tables Dl-D6 in Appendix D, for "atV, "atCu, 93Nb, "atAg,
"a" Ta, and i97Au, respectively. The R,, T, and v values of 2`Na produced by 27Al(y,2pn)2`Na
reaction are calculated for al1 the studied energies using the values of C==2.12 and N=1.36 and
tabulated in the 2nd-4th columns ofTable D7 in Appendix D.
1.3.3. Mean range, Ro
       In Fig. 1-8 the mean ranges R, ofthe (y,xnyp) (x, ylll 1) products at E,lll;600 MeV in
unit of mgtcm2 of each metal foil are shown as a function of A,4 by open circles, closed
Squares, open triangles, closed inverse triangles, open diamonds, and closed diamonds for "atV,
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AA. The least-squares futings by a relation of R,=a(At4)b to the R, values for each target
indicated that 117 out ofthe 121 mean ranges obtained in the present work were within 3 6.
The exceptions were only the results of59Fe and 56Mn from "atCu, 93MMo from ""tAg, and i83Re
from '97Au, but they fell in the range ofa factor of2. The same fittings were repeated without
these four, and the results are shown by the different lines for the respective targets in Fig. 1-8.
The parameter sets, (a, b), obtained by these fittings are (O.0786Å}O.O037, O.914Å}O.025),
(O.0581Å}O.O043, O.992Å}O.031), (O.0228Å}O.OO08, 1.16Å}O.02), (O.O173dO.OOIO, 1.19Å}O.03),
(O.O0525Å}O.OO058, 1.33Å}O.05), and (O.O0423Å}O.OO060, 1.36Å}o.o6), for natv, "atcu, 93Nb, natAg,
"at Ta, 'and i97Au, respectively. The parameters a and b are plotted as a function of atomic
number of target Z, in Figs. 1-9a and 1-9b, respectively. Both the a and b seem to vary
smoothly with Z, and are connected by dashed lines. The parameter a decreases almost
exponentially with an increase of Z,. On the other hand, the b increases slowly with an
increase of Z, up to around Z,=40 and becomes almost constant above Z,=40. These
relationships may be used to predict the unmeasured mean ranges and to estimate the recoil
losses from target foils for the typical photospallation reactions on various metal targets with
Z,=23--79 at Eo lll:600 MeV within an uncertainty of about 20 O/o. Also this systematics may be
available for proton-induced typical spallation, irrespectively ofE,, due to the same Ro (and 7)
values in proton-reaction as those in photon-reaction (see Sect. 1.3.4).
1.3.4. Kinematic parameters, v and T
1. 3. 4. 1. Kinematic parameters v and Tfor 27Al(x 2pn?2`Na reaction
      The different variations of the observed recoil properties between the two types of
nuclear reaction shown in Figs. 1-4 and 1-5 are explained due to the difference ofthe reaction
mechanisms. The velocity v imparted in the first step to the cascade residues leading to 2`Na is
a direct measure for the longitudinal momentum transfer in the initial step of the reaction.
Figure 1-1O shows the variation ofv ofthe photon-reaction (open symbols) as a function ofEo,
together with those of the proton-reaction (closed symbols) as a function of E,. All of the
proton data cited here were reanalyzed with the same manner and the same range-velocity
relation as used in the present work in order to ensure a consistent comparison. The v for the











































1-9. Parameters a (a) and b (b)
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103
v=O.049Å}O.O02 (MeV/nucl.)i'2 as the weighted mean at Eoll:O.6 GeV This feature of v is
reflected to the E,-variation ofthe observed FJ>V and BJ>V. In the proton-reaction, however, the
v decreases steeply with an increase of E, from r-O.17 (MeV/nucl.)'f2 at E,=O.18 GeV to
v=O.07 (MeV/nucl.)i'2 around E,=3 GeV, and then changes its slope to gradual decrease at E,
lll3 GeV. This distinct ditYerence ofv in the two types of reaction at the lower-energy region
is attributed to the lower momentum transfer in the initial photoabsorption. The steep decrease
of the v in the proton-reaction may be due to the increasing nuclear transparency to the
incoming proton. However the difference disappears at proton energies above 3 GeV, where
the momentum transfer in the proton-reaction seems almost the same as that in the photon-
reactlon.
      The average recoil energy T imparted to 2"Na is a convenient parameter for the
investigation of the second step of the reaction. In Fig. 1-11 the kinetic energies T of 2"Na
from 2'Al(y,2pn)2`Na reaction at E,=O.06-1.1 GeV are shown by large open circles as a
function ofE,, together with those by Amroyan et al. (1993) at E,=4.5 GeV. The Tvalues for
2' Al(p,3pn)2`Na reaction cited above are also included as a function ofE, by the same closed
symbols as in Fig. 1-4. AJso included in Fig. 1-11 are the results calculated at Eo=50-400
MeV in steps of 25 MeV by the PICA code [Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969); Gabriel et al.
(1971)] (small open circles). The details ofthe calculation will be described in Sect. 1.3.5.1.
The quantity T for the photon-reaction increases with an increase of E,, and becomes a
constant value of T=1.2Å}O.1 MeV at E, lllO.6 GeV. The increase of T at E,<O.6 GeV reflects
the increasing excitation energies ofthe intermediate nuclei left after the first step. This trend
is reasonably consistent with the variation of v at E,<O.6 GeV (Fig. 1-10), where the v
increases with Eo, reflecting the increase of the average photon energy transferred to the
cascade residues. On the contrary, T for the proton•-reaction is almost constant, irrespective of
E, in a range of O.18-300 GeV, except for the T value at E,=O.66 GeV by Volkova and
Denisov (1959). This constant value was 1.3Å}O.1 MeV, and is almost equal to that of the
photon-reaction at E,l600 MeV within the associated errors.
1.3. 4.2. Kinematicparameters v and Tfor natV, "atCu, 9'?Vb, ""tAg, natTa, andi97Au targets
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Fig. I-12. (a) Forward velocity, v, in the first step and (b) kinetic energy, T,
as a function ofAA for natV.
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Fig. 1-•13. (a) Forward velocity, v, in the first step and (b) kinetic energy, T,
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Fig. 1-14. (a) Forward velocity, v, in the first step and (b) kinetic energy, T
as a function of AA for 93Nb.
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Fig. 1-15. (a) Forward velocity, v, in the first step and (b) kinetic energy, T,
as a function of AA for natAg.
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Fig. 1-16. (a) Forward velocity, v, in the first step and (b) kinetic energy, T,
as a function ofAA for natTa.
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as a function ofAA for i97Au.
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  (a) Forward velocity, v, in the first step and (b) kinetic energy, T,
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35
600 MeV are shown as a function of AA by iarge open circles for "arv, "atcu, 93Nb, natAg, natTa,
and '97Au, respectively. The available proton results [Crespo et al. (1963); Porile and Tanaka
(1964); Panontin et al. (1968); Cumming and Bachrnann (1972); Neidhart and Bachmann
(1972); Winsberg et aL (1976); Lagarde-Simonoff et al. (1976); Kaufman et al. (1978);
Cumming et aL (1978); Lagarde-Simonoff, M. and Simonoff, G. N. (l979); Cumming et al.
(1981); Cole and Porile (1982); Wang et aL (1984)] are also compared in Figs. 1-12 - 1-17.
      The cascade velocity v in the photon reaction increases linearly with zM, indicating
that the higher excitation energy is deposited on an intermediate nucieus to form a residual
nucleus with larger zdA. The dashed lines in Figs. 1-12a - 1-17a are the results of the least-
squares fitting by a linear function to the v values of the (y,xnyp) (x, .yll: 1) products. The
results of the (y,xn) products were excluded in this fitting because their mean ranges showed
the different trend from the (y,)cnyp) as indicated in Figs. 1-6a - 1-6f. The v values of the
(y,)cn)p) product with the same AA (=x+y) are well represented by the momentum transfer
from photon ofenergy k, v=kc/A,, as expected. The kinetic energy Timparted to the recoiling
nucleus after the second step also increases almost linearly with an increase of ,clA as
explained by a random-walk theory [Winsberg (1980); Cumming and Bachmann (1972)], in
which the velocity of the product is due to the vectorial addition of the randomly directed
recoil velocities resulting from paiticle emission. There seems to be a slight deviation from
the linear increase at around A,4=12, 13, 14, 15, 18, and lg for natv, "atcu, 93Nb, natAg, natTa,
and '9'Au, respectively. Note that these AA correspond to the nuclide productions having the
thresholds of 120-130 MeV, which are almost equal to the effective threshold ofA resonance.
The slight enhancement ofthe Tvalues may reflect an increasing contribution ofA resonance,
through which an energetic pair of a pion and a nucleon is produced and a relatively higher
excitation energy is left after the first step above the effective A threshold.
      In Fig. 1-12a the v values obtained from the results by Lagarde-Simonoflret al. (1976)
on "atV at Ei150 and 300 MeV are plotted by open triangles and squares, respectively These
data are about three times higher than those of the photon-reactions shown by open circles,
though the associated errors at E,=150 MeV are fairly large. The corresponding T values by
Lagarde-Simonoffet al. (1976) plotted in Fig. 1-12b are consistent with those ofthe photon-
reactions within the errors. Proton resuits on "atCu [Lagarde-Simonoff et al. (1976); Crespo et
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aL (1963); Porile and Tanaka (1964); Cumming et al. (1978); Cumming et aL (1981); Cole
and Porile (1982)] are available at varied energies as indicated in the inset ofFig. I-13b. The
v values at E,.<,.3 GeV (open symbols) are apparently higher than those of the photon-
reactions and decrease with an increase ofE, up to 3 GeV. The values at E,>3 GeV shown by
closed symbols are almost the same as those of the photons. On the other hand, all the T
values of the proton-reactions are consistent well with those of the photon-reactions,
irrespectiveiy ofE,. In Figs. 1-15a and 1-15b the v and T for the proton-reactions on "atAg by
Panontin et al. (1968), M. Lagarde-Simonoff and G N. Simonoff (1979), and Wang et al.
(1984) are included as noted in the inset ofFig. 1-15b. The v values at E,==200, 400, and 600
MeV are fairly larger than those ofthe photons, and this difference disappears at higher E, of
10.5, 21, and 400 GeV. The Tvalues by Panontin et al. (1968) and M. Lagarde-Simonoff and
G. N. Simonoff (1979) are consistent with those of the photon-reactions, except for the (y,xn)
products of i06Ag, i05Ag and i03Ag. The T values by Wang et al. (1984) at E,=400 GeV,
however, appear systematically larger than others. For "atTa, the data by Neidhart and
Bachmann (1972) at E,=580 MeV and 19 GeV are only available in the ,CLA region interested
here. Their results for 15 nuclides at E,=580 MeV and 19 nuclides at E,=l9 GeV are plotted
in Figs. 1-16a and 1-16b by open and closed triangles, respectively. The v values at E,=580
MeV are about three times higher than those of the photons, but the v values at E,=19 GeV
are the same as those of the photons within the experimental errors. The T values at E,=580
MeV and 19 GeV are consistent with each other and also with those of the photons, though
the T values of the proton-reactions at At4 ll;28 are systematically lower than those of the
photons. The reason for the latter is not clear at present. In Figs. 1-17a and 1-17b the proton
results on i9'Au spallation by Cumming and Backmann (l972), Winsberg et al. (1976), and
Kaufman et al. (1978) are included by the different symbols for different E, as shown in the
inset ofFig. 1-17b. The v values at E,==1 and 3 GeV (open symbols) are higher than those at
E, l-l: 1 1.5 GeV (closed symbols) and also those ofthe photons, though such a difference is not
found in case of T. It is interesting to note that v increases Iinearly with an increase ofAA, but
seems to change it slope at around zfl!4=50 and to level off at higher AA in case of '9'Au. The
deviation of the v values from the expected trend (dashed line) may be an indication that the
proton-reactions cannot be described in terms ofthe two step model [Wang and Porile (1987)],
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but may imply a change in the first step from typicai spallation of the lighter nuclei to deep
spallation and/or fission. The data ofthe photon-induced reactions in this region of AA>50 are
not available yet, but interesting to search for whether the same feature appears in
photospallations of heavier nuclei.
      From the experimental evidences mentioned above it is concluded that for typical
spallations the v values of proton-reactions at E,;IS3 GeV are higher than those of photon-
reactions at Eolll600 MeV, and decrease steeply with an increase ofE, up to around E,=3
GeV, and become constant at E,)-3 GeV. This type of variation ofv was also pointed out
clearly for 2`Na produced by 27AJ(y,2pn)2"Na reaction (see Sect. 1.3.4.1). This distinct
difference of the v values in the two types of nuclear reaction at the lower-energy region may
be attributed to the lower momentum transferred in the initial electromagnetic resonance
interaction in photon-reactions. The steep decrease of v in proton-reactions at E,-<--3 GeV is
due to the increasing nuclear transparency of incoming proton, and the difference disappears
at proton energies above 3 GeV, where the momentum transfer in proton-reactions is almost
the same as photon-reactions. Arakelyan et aL (1991) measured the kinematic properties of 13
product nuclei from the photospallations of65Cu at E,=4.5 GeV, based on the same two--step
model as applied in the present work. By comparing the v and V in the reaction on "atCu
induced by the 28 GeV proton [Cumming et al. (1978)], they concluded that spallation
mechanism by high-energy photons such as E,=4.5 GeV is similar to that induced by high-
energy hadrons, and supported the hypotheses of the limiting target fragmentation and
factorization. In the present work the range of this limiting was extended down to the lower
photon energies at E, lll:O.6 GeV in the photospallations of""tCu at E,=O.25-1 GeV, and it was
found that the effective photons for the production ofsuch nuclei are mostly ofenergies lower
than O.6 GeV. It seems interesting to note that the v values for photon-reactions at Eoill600
MeV are almost equal to those for proton-reactions in the limiting region above E,=3 GeV,
though the initial interaction should be quite different from each other. On the other hand, Tin
proton-reactions seems to be independent ofE, in the energy region cited above, and agrees
well with those of photon-reactions at Eo.>--600 MeV. This consistency of the T values
Suggests that the mechanism of the second deexcitation step is very similar both in photon-
and proton-reactions, and the memory ofthe difference in the initial reaction step seems not to
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remain in the second step.
1.3.5. PICA calculation
      Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969) developed a Monte Carlo intranuclear cascade-
evaporation analysis code for photonuclear reactions (PICA). This calculational code is based
on the Bertini version (1963) of the intranuclear cascade, from which it differs only with
respect to the initial interactions. The initial interactions considered are the quasi-deuteron
absorption and the single pion photoproduction through the (3,3) resonance absorption. In the
former, the quasi-deuteron model by Levinger (1951) was employed, and this is the most
important process from approximately 40 MeV up to 150 MeV. At higher energies, only the
single pion photoproduction was considered, and the code is valid for photon energies from
30 MeV to 400 MeV. The lower limit was set by the fact that the giant resonance absorption
was not included in the code. This code has not been extensively tested with respect to
production cross sections andlor kinetic energies of residual nuclei since its publication in
1969. Previously the observed cross sections and/or the reaction yields of the photopion and
photospallation reactions were extensively compared with those calculated by the PICA code
[Sakamoto et al. (1989, 1990, 1999); Sarkar et al. (1993); Oura et al. (1995a)]. In the present
work the reproducibility of the kinetic energies of residual nuclei of photospallation by the
PICA code was examined.
1.3. 5. 1. PICA calculationfor 27Al(x 2pn?2`Na reaction
      The kinetic energies of 2`Na calculated by the PICA code [Gabriel and Alsmiller
(1969); Gabriel et al. (1971)] at E,=50-400 MeV in steps of 25 MeV are shown by small
open circles in Fig. 1-11. The calculations are based on particle histories of 106 at each Eo.
The other details of the calculation, such as the required input parameters, are described in
Refs. [Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969); Gabriel et al. (1971); Sakamoto et al. (1989, 1990);
Sarkar et al. (1993)]. The Tvalues by the PICA code increase linearly with an increase ofE,
up to Eo==140 MeV (threshold for pion production), and change its slope steeper at around
E,=140 MeV. The PICA values agree well with the experimental results at E,=60 and 65
                          '
                                              'MeV, but overestimate by factors of more than 2 at the higher energies. Also noted is that the
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reaction yields of2"Na calculated by the PICA code are equal to the observed ones at E, ;El 100
MeV but are about 30 O/o lower than the ones observed at higher energies [Johnsson et al.
(1975); Osada el al. (1987)]. It seems that PICA can reproduce the experimental results at E,
:$ 100 MeV, where Levinger's quasi-deuteron model is assumed for the initial interaction of
photons with nuclei. The discrepancies in the (3,3) resonance region may be attributed to
absence of the nuclear medium effect in the nuclear model on which PICA bases: the cross
sections for (3,3) resonance are taken from those of the elementary processes between a
photon and a free nucleon in the PICA model. The overestimation of the mean kinetic
energies and the underestimation of the reaction yields of 2`Na from 27Al by the PICA code
may imply that the higher separation energies of nucleons are assumed for 2'Al in the
calculation.
1.3.5.2. PICA calculationfor na`V, na'Cu, 9'Nb, na'Ag, na'Ta, andi9"Au targets
       The calculated Tvalues for "atV, ""tCu, 93]Nl),"atAg, "atTa, and i9'Au are included by
crosses for the nuclides corresponding to the measured ones in Figs. 1-12b - 1-17b. The
present calculations were based on particle histories of2 x 106 at the highest E, of400 MeV.
The Eo-independent feature ofthe observed recoil properties at E,ll:600 MeV indicates that
giant, quasi-deuteron, and (3,3) resonances are the main entrance channels for the reactions of
interest, and the contributions of multiple pion productions by photons ofenergies higher than
Eo=600 MeV are negligible. Therefore, the comparison of the PICA calculations at Eo=400
MeV with the experimental results at Eo .>-- 600 MeV are meaningfu1. The calculated T values
increase with an increase of At4 in the similar way as the experimental results. In order to
check the reproducibility ofthe PICA code quantitatively, the ratio ofthe calculated Tto the
experimental T, T(PICA)/T(Exp.), is shown as a function of At4 in Figs. 1-18a -- l-18f. The
dashed lines represent T(PICA)/T(Exp.)=1. The T values of the (y,m) (xl-l)1) products as
noted in relevantly in Fig. 1-18 are overestimated due to the absence ofgiant resonance in the
PICA model. The PICA calculation reproduces the experimental results of the (y,xnyp)
products well for "atV and "atCu as shown in Figs. 1-18a and l-l8b, though the Tvalues of`8Sc,
`7 Sc, and `6sc from "atv are slightly overestimated. On the other hand the code underestimates
the experiments for heavier targets of93Nb, "atAg, "atTa, and '9'Au, especially at larger AA. The
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Fig. 1-18. Ratio ofthe calculated T by PICA to the experimental T above 600MeV,
T(PICA)IT(Exp.), as a function ofAA for (a) natV, (b) natCu, (c) 93Nb, (d) natAg, (e)
natTa, and (b i97Au.
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difference increases with an increase ofA, from a factor ofabout 1.1 for93Nb to about 1.7 for
i97 Au on average for the (y,xnyp) products. This trend ofthe agreement and the disagreement
is consistent with the findings from the systematic yield measurements of photospallation by
Sarkar et al. (1993). The PICA code can reproduce the spallation yields ofthe medium-mass
targets from "atV to 89Y at E,=400 MeV, but the code gives the yields higher than the observed
ones and results in asymmetric isotopic yield distributions for the targets heavier than A,==100.
This feature was also pointed out in the present study ofthe photopion reactions (see Chap. 3).
The underestimation of the mean kinetic energies and the overestimation of the reaction
yields by the PICA cdde in the heavy target region may imply that the smaller separation
energies of nucleons are assumed for heavier targets in the calculation. Also the discrepancy
may be explained by nuclear medium effects that would become progressively significant in
heavier nuclei (see Chap. 3). Nuclear medium effects are not considered in the nuclear model
on which the PICA code bases. It may also be worthy ofpointing out that the present study of
the photopion reactions suggested the occurrence ofthe nuclear surface region rich in neutron
compared to the inner part of nuclei (see Chap. 3).
1.3.6. Systematization of the second step
      Winsberg (1980) suggested that s,=T/(ztlA/A,), which represents an average energy
carried off by an evaporated nucleon, is a good parameter to systematize the second step, and
found that s, is independent of AA/A, for typical spallation reactions induced by protons. The
parameter s. obtained from the present photon results in the limiting region at E,)-600 MeV
are given in the last column ofTables Dl--D6 in Appendix D, and are shown as a function of
AA/A, in Figs. 1-19a -- 1-19Åí The s, values ofthe (y,xn) products increase with A,4/A, and they
are obviously lower than those ofthe (y,xnyp) products. The latter seems to be independent of
AA/A. as in proton reactions, and the weighted mean values are 13Å}2, 13Å}3, 16Å}3, 16Å}1,
15Å}4, and 16Å}5 MeV for "atV, "atCu, 93Nb, "atAg, natTa, and i97Au, respectively, as indicated by
a dashed line in each of Figs. 1-19a - 1-19f. These weighed mean values are tabulated,
together with that of2`Na from 27AJ(y,2pn)2`Na reaction (11Å}1 MeV) at Eo ll;O.6 MeV in Table
1-4. The n values given in Table 1-4 represent the number of the measured products. Also
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Fig• 1-19. Parameter E, above Eo=600 MeV as a function of fractional mass loss, AA/A,,
for (a) natV, (b) natCu, (c) 93Nb, (d) natAg, (e) natTa, and (fi i97Au targets.
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photospallation products from "aÅéu by Jarund and Forkman (1977b) at E,=800 MeV and from
65Cu by Arakelyan et al. (1991) at E,=4.5 GeV. The calculation was performed by the same
manner as applied in the present work These two values by Jarund and Forkman (1977b) and
by Arakelyan et al. (1991) are consistent with those obtained in the present work at E,=600-
1000 MeV within the errors.
      The average s, from the proton results cited in the previous subsections [Fung and
Perlman (1952); Wolfgang and Friedlander (1954); Volkova and Denisov (1959); Poskanzer
et al. (1963); Cumming and Bachmann (1972); Neidhart and Bachmann (1972); Steinberg
and Winsberg (1974); Kaufman et al. (1978); Cumming et al. (1978); Cumming et al. (1981);
Cole and Porile (1982); Wang et al. (1984); Wang and Porile (1987)], which are limited here
to those from measurements of more than 3 products except for 27Al target, are also compared
in Table 1-4. The g, values of the nuclides produced by deep spallation, fission, and/or
fragmentation were excluded from the present discussion, because they are higher than the
constant E. in typical spallation [Winsberg (1980)]. There exist several measurements each for
"at cu, "atTa, and i9'Au targets at the different E,, but all E, values are E,-independent within the
associated errors as expected from the Eiindependent T. It is concluded that s, seems to be a
good parameter to systematize the second step of photon-reactions as well as proton-
reactlons.
      The s. values ofthe photon- and proton-reactions tabulated in Table 1-4 are plotted as
a function oftarget mass number, A. by open circles and closed squares, respectively in Fig.
1-20. The s. values ofboth the photon- and proton-reactions seem to increase slightly with an
increase ofA, up to around A,=100 and become an almost constant at heavier targets. This A,-
dependent feature of s, has not been reported previously as far as the author is aware. The
suppression ofthe increasing trend above A,lll;100 may reflect the decrease ofthe separation
energy per nucleon with an increase ofA, from about 9.2 MeV for natCu to 6.7 MeV for '97Au.
      It was reported [Shibata et al. (1987); Sarkar et al. (1991)] that there are linear
relationships between the neutron to proton ratios of the most probable product, (N/Z),, and
those oftargets, (N/Z), both in the photon- and proton- (and ct-) spallations ofnatV-i9'Au. The
slope for the photospallation is steeper than that for proton- (and ct-) spallation, and the (N/Z),
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respect to that ofproton- (and cc-) spallation. This suggests that the average excitation energy
of cascade residues in photospallation is lower than in hadron-spallation. The E, values of the
photon-reactions obtained in the present work are almost equal to those of the proton-
reactions for 27Al of (N/Z),=1.08 and "atCu of (N/Z),=1.19, but systematically lower for the
targets of (N/Z),>1.2, such as "atAg of (N/Z),=1.30, ""tTa of (N/Z),=1.48, and i97Au of
(N/Z),---l.49. This variation of s, shown Fig. 1-20 seems to be consistent with the above-
mentioned findings ofA,-dependent features of T and also ofthe photospallation [Sarkar et al.
(1993)] and photopion reaction (see Chap. 3) yields, though fairly large errors are
accompanied with the s, values.
1.4. Summary
       Recoil properties of 1, 14, 24, 26, 31, 21, and 20 radionuclides formed in the
photospallation reactions on 27AJ, "atV, 93Nb, "atCu, "atAg, "atTa, and i97Au at E,=60-1100 MeV
have been investigated using the thick-target thick-catcher method. Reflecting the resonance
character in photonuclear reaction, the mean ranges, FB7 and BJV, in the forward and
backward directions are Eo-independent at Eoill600 MeV and exhibit two components ofthe
(y,xnyp) (x, yll 1) and the (y,xn) (xl1) reactions. The forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, are
independent ofM and also oftargets.
       The kinematic properties ofthe product nuclei were analyzed by the two-step vector
velocity model. The mean range R, in the target material was found to be expressed as
R,= a(zd,4)b and the parameters a and b to be smooth functions of Z,. The forward velocity v
after the first step of photon-reaction at Eol600 MeV is quite different from that of proton-
reaction at E, ;S3 GeV, though the difference disappears at higher energies. On the other hand
the mean kinetic energy T of the residual nucleus in the second step at Eol-l-)600 MeV is
almost equal to that ofproton-reaction, irrespectively ofE,. The calculated recoil energies T
of 2`Na by the photon-induced intranuclear cascade analysis code by Gabriel and Alsmiller
were found to be larger than the experimental values by factors of more than two in the (3,3)
resonance region, but to reproduce well those at Eo=60 and 65 MeV. The same calculation for
heavier targets at Eo=400 MeV reproduces well the experimental Tvalues ofn"tV and natCu, but
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gives the Tvalues lower than the experiment for 93Nb, ""tAg, ""tTa, and i97Au, indicating new
nuclear structure effects which are not taken into consideration in the nuclear model on which
the PICA bases..
       An average kinetic energy carried by the emitted panicles, E.(=T/(zdA,•'A,)), was found
to be a good parameter to systematize the second step of photon-reaction as well as proton-
reaction. The s, values ofboth photon- and proton-reactions seem to increase with an increase
ofA, up to around A,=100 and become almost constant at higher A,, also implying some
change in nuclear structure effect in this heavy target region. The g. values ofphoton-reaction
are slightly lower than that of proton-reactions for natAg, natTa, and i97Au. This indicates the
lower excitation energy left after the first step in photon-reactions than in proton-reactions,
which are not revealed in T.
       The measurements at 65<E,<250 MeV are strongly desired, because the different
contributions of quasi-deuteron and (3,3) resonances are included and the changes of the
recoil properties with E, are expected in this energy region. In the author's group the
measurement in this energy region will be performed by using the 300 MeV electron linac of
the Laboratory ofNuclear Science (LNS) ofTohoku University. In addition to the spallation
products with AA545 from i9'Au, the radionuclides with zM>45 were also identified in the
catcher foils, and their recoil properties seemed to be characteristic of fission, clearly
distinguished from those of spallation. The details will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2
Reeoil Properties and Yie7ds ofPhotofissfon Rroducts ofi97Au
at ln termedi'a te En erg7'es
2.1. Introduction
       The photofission process is expected to be a unique tool for investigating the
complex dynamics of heavy nuclei excitation, through well known electromagnetic
interactions of photons with nuclei: giant dipole resonance, quasi-deuteron resonance, and
(3,3) resonance. For the preactinide nuclei, the fission processes initiated by quasi-deuteron
and (3,3) resonances are especially important due to their high fission thresholds (>20 MeV),
which suppress fission events from giant dipole resonance. Thus the photon in the
intermediate energy region sees all nucleons inside a nucleus and interacts with a nucleon-
nucleon pair (quasi-deuteron resonance) or a single nucleon ((3,3) resonances), transferring its
kinetic energy effectively but comparatively little angular momentum to the nucleus. In this
context the photofission is quite different from hadron-induced fission. The hadron, which
possesses large angler momentum, collides with a single nucleon in the surface region of the
nucleus through the strong interaction. It is of interest whether there exist similarities or
dissimilarities in the final steps in these two types of nuclear reaction. The fission process
must be regarded as a collective process ofthe nucleus. Therefore it is also interesting how
the local excitation is propagated in nuclear matter and transferred to a collective nuclear
excltatlon.
       It has been known that in these energy ranges the photospallation process dominates
and competes with fission and fragmentation processes. In the author's group, Sarkar et al.
(1991a, 1991b) measured the photospallation yields for "atV, 59Co, 89y, i27I, i33cs, i'5Lu, and
i9' Au targets at bremsstrahlung end-point energies (E,) of30-1050 MeV, and analyzed them
by the five-parameter charge distribution and mass yield distribution (CDINifl)) formula given
by Rudstam (1966). From the slope of the mass-yield curve (P) and the total inelastic cross
section (6) in the formula, some anomalous behaviors ofthe energy-absorption and energy-
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dissipation mechanism were suggested for heavy targets (A,l-l) 150). In addition the systematic
yield measurements of the (y,rtHuri) reactions for x= O-9 were performed in the present work,
and it was found that changes in the yield profiles for targets heavier than A,= 100 might be
associated with pronounced nuclear medium etTects giving rise to more excessive excitation
as compared with medium-heavy targets (A,-<--100) (see Chap. 3). These findings also
motivated the author in investigating the photofission process which is characteristic for
heavy targets and competes with spallation, fragmentation, and simple photopion reactions.
       In the present work '97Au was selected as a target nucleus, because the yield
measurements of the competing spallation, fragmentation, and simple photopion reactions
were performed in the author's group [Sarkar et al. (1991& 1991b); Matsumura and
Washiyama (l998); Fukasawa (1988)]. In case of the fission on i97Au, the total fission yields
and/or cross sections have been extensively measured by ionization chambers [Jungerman and
Steiner (1957)], and solid-state track detectors [Ranyuk and Sorokin (1967); Mitrofanova et al.
(1968); Methasiri and Johansson (1971); Kroon and Forkman (1972); Andersson et al.
(1972); David et al. (1972); Vartapetyan et al. (1972); Emma et al. (1976); Kiely et al.
(1976); Martins et al. (1989, 1991); Lucherini et al. (1989); Terranova et al. (1996, 1998)] so
far, but such integral quantities are not so sensitive indicator of the fission mechanism. The
fission characters such as mass and charge distributions seem to be more straightforward for
this purpose, but a few works [Komer et al. (1970); Areskoug et al. (1974)] are available at
present. Komer et al. (1970) measured the symmetric mass yield distribution with the width
of FWH]V[=:40 m.u. by the coincident energy measurements of fragment pairs at Eo=1000
MeV. Areskoug et aL (1974) measured the relative yields of29 fission products from '9'Au at
Eo==600 MeV using the catcher foil technique. They analyzed 22 fission yields by a 6-
parameter charge distribution and mass yield distribution formula, and reported a Gaussian
mass distribution with the most probable mass, A,, of 92.6Å}O.6 m.u. and the FWHM of
30.9Å}1.7 m.u. They concluded the 1arger width by Komer et al. (1970) at E,==1000 MeV
(FWHrvl =40 m.u.) attributes to the higher photon energy investigated.
       In the present work the photofission process on i97Au at E,==300-1100 MeV is
investigated by using the thick-target thick-catcher method coupled with chemical separation
technique. The yields of 58 fission products were obtained in the wide mass range of 42 -<.-A ;!l
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13 1. The fission characters such as mass and charge distributions, and total fission yieids were
determined and compared with the literature values. In addition the present recoil technique is
expected to give us additional information such as simple anguiar distributions and kinetic
energies of product nuclei. This technique was successfully applied to the study of the
photospallation reactions on 27Al, "atV, "atCu, 93Nb, "atAg, "arTa, and i9'Au at E,=60--1 100 MeV
(see Chap. 1), and the kinematic properties ofthe product nuclei obtained were discussed on
the basis of the two-step model in high-energy nuclear reaction. In this chapter the recoil
properties of31 product nuclei in the mass range 24-<-A ;l$ 131 a[e also reported and discussed
together with those of photospallation and fragmentation by referring to the literature values
on the proton-induced reaction.
Y, Mo, and Ba, (iii) Fe, Zn, Rb, Sr, and Nb. These sampies were also subjected to v-ray
spectrometry. In order to obtain the data on fission products with small reaction yields,
chemical separations of Sc and Ba were employed for the Mylar catchers in the separate
irradiation at Eo=1OOO MeV. The chemical separation procedures for Sc and Ba are illustrated
in Figs. E1-4 and E1-5 in Appendix E, respectively. The identifications of radionuclides were
made from their y-ray energies and half-lives. The relevant decay properties ofinterest, such
as half-lives, y-ray energies, branching ratios, and formation types (I: independent yield; C-:
cumulative yield by B' decay; C+: cumulative yield by B' decay or electron capture) from
Refs. [Firestone (1996); Browne and Firestone (1986); Reus and Westmeier (1983)] are
summarized in Table 2-1. The contributions of the blanks to the catcher foil activities were
found to be negligible for all product nuclei interested here.
2.2. Experimental
       Details of the experimental setup are the same as those described in Sect. 1.2 for
'9' Au target. IiTadiations by electron-free bremsstrahlung beams with the end-point energies
of Eo :300--1100 MeV were carried out by the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron of the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) at Tanashi. The target consisted of a stack
of 40-50 sets ofa Au foil (99.99 O/o) of 90 mg/cm2 in thickness and 2.5 x 2.5 cm2 in size
exactly sandwiched by one pair ofMylar foils of7.0 mg/cm2 in thickness and 2.5 x 2.5 cm2 in
size which collected the recoil nuclei in the forward or backward directions with respect to the
beam axis. The stack was vacuum-encapsulated in polyethylene bag together with additional
Mylar foils (7.0 mg/cm2 x 40--50) on the downstream side, which served as an activation
blank. The photon intensities estimated from a monitor reaction of2'Al(y,2pn)2`Na [Johnsson
et al. (1975); Osada et al. (1987)] were 109-10'O equivalent quanta per second (eq.q.ls). The
typical irradiation time was 5 hr.
       After the irradiation some selected Au targets (-10 foils) and all of the forvvard and
backward catchers were assayed for radioactivities nondestructively with H]P-Ge y-ray
detectors each coupled with a 4 K pulse-height analyzer. The other Au foils (30--40 foils)
were divided into three portions and employed for the chemical separations of fourteen
elements as illustrated in Figs. El-1 -- El-3 in Appendix E; (i) K, Ni, Ga, Zr, and Ag, (ii) As,
2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Recoil properties
2. 3. 1. 1. 0bservedrecoilproperties
       In the present work the radioactivities of the 39 produet nuclei in the mass range of
A=24-131 were identified in both the forward and backward catchers. They are denoted by
"C" in Table 2-1. Also identified in the nondestructive Au targets and/or the chemicaily
separated samples were the radioactivities of the 50 product nuclei in the mass range of
A==42--l31 as denoted by "T" in Table 2-1.
       From the fractions of each nuclide which have recoiled out ofa target ofthickness PV
in ptg/cm2 in the forward and backward direction, denoted by F and B, respectively, the
effective mean ranges, FnZ and BM, were obtained. Because the radioactivities of `6Sc and
2`Na were identified only in the catchers, their mean ranges were obtained by estimating the
activities produced in the targets on the basis ofthe yield data at the same Eo [Matsumura and
Washiyama (1998)]. These values for the 39 nuclides are given in Table Fl in Appendix F,
together with the forward-to-backward ratios, F/B. In Fig. 2-1 the FPV and BJ4Z values for
some representative products, i03Ru, coMY, '`As, and 5"Fe, that are widely separated in mass,
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         Bremsstrahlung end-point energy, Eo (MeV)
Fig• 2-1. 0bserved mean ranges FW (open circles) and BW (closed circles) for




circles, respectively. The FJ>l/ and BJ>V values are independent of E, at E, >= 600 MeV. This Eo-
independece ofFJ>V and BPV is consistent with that ofthe photospallation products found in
Chap. 1, and indicates that the photons responsible for the production of these nuclides are
mostly of energies lower than 600 MeV and there is no appreciable change of the reaction
mechanism at E,lll;600 MeV. Therefore the following discussions will be proceeded on the
basis of the average quantities at Eo lll600 MeV. The average values ofFW and BM/ are given
in unit of pg/cm2 of Au in the 4th and 5th columns of Tabie F2 in Appendix F. The quoted
uncertainties represent the standard deviations in the weighed means, as determined from the
replicate experiments at different Eo above 600 MeV. The average F/B ratios at E, l-l) 600 MeV
are also given in the 6th column in the same table. The results for i3iBa, '29MBa, i28Ba, and "6sc
were obtained from the separate irradiation at E,= 1OOO MeV as mentioned above.
       In Fig. 2-2, the mean ranges FJ>V and BPV at E, l-il:600 MeV obtained in the present
work are shown as a function ofthe mass difference (A`4) between a product (A,) and a target
(A,= 197) by open and closed circles, respectively. The results ofthe photospallation products
presented in Chap. 1 (At4 S-45) are also included in Fig. 2-2 by the same symbols. At At4 S45
the FEV is about three times higher than the corresponding BPV, and both increase in parallel
with an increase ofAA. As mentioned in Chap. 1, this increasing trend can be divided into two
components; one is the steep increase for the (y,jxrn) (x->. 1) reaction products of i96Au, '9`Au,
and '92Au and the other is the gentle increase for the (y,xnyp) (x)- 1,yl1) reaction products.
The FM7 and BJ4Zvalues ofthe latter component at AA S-45 are connected by solid and dashed
lines, respectively. On the other hand, the variation of the mean ranges at AA>45 is quite
different from that at AAS45. The F"7 and BPV values are almost the same and increase
slowly with an increase of AA in the AA range of 875AA 5 151. Those of 24Na (AA=173) are
somewhat higher than the values deduced from the increasing trend at 87SM S- 151.
       In Fig. 2-3, the forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, at E, lll600 MeV are shown by open
circles as a function of AA. The F/B values represent in a sense the extent of forward peaking
ofthe recoil, and thus are a measure of the simple angular distribution ofthe product nuclei.
As mentioned in Chap. 1, the F/B ratio for typical photospallation at E,lll600 MeV is
independent of At4 and also target. The weighted mean value for '97Au at A,4S45 is
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independent of z<IA in the range of z4,4=66-173. The weighted mean value at 66SAA S- 173 is
E/B=1.0Å}O.1 and indicated by solid line in Fig. 2-3. This value is apparently lower than the
value at AA ;$45 and indicates the isotropic angular distribution ofthe product nuclei, which
is characteristic of binary fission process. It is noted that this E/B ratio is consistent well with
the value (F/B= 1.18) found by Kroon and Forkmann (1972) in glass detector measurements of
the photofission on i9'Au at E,=600-800 MeV.
       The available proton results by Cumming and Bachmann (1972) at E,=28 GeV, Ross
and Bachmann (1974) at E,=580 MeV, Kaufmann et aL (1978) at E,=1, 3, 11.5, 28, and 300
GeV, and Cole and Porile (1982) at E,==400 GeV are also included in Fig. 2-3 by the different
symbols as shown in the inset ofthe figure. The F/B ratios by Ross and Bachmann (1974) at
E,=580 MeV (open triangles), Kaufmann et al. (1978) at E,=1 GeV (open squares) and at
E,=3 GeV (inverse open triangles) are apparently higher than those of the present photon-
reaction at E,l600 MeV. They increase with an increase of AA and reach a peak at around
AA==30-60. After the peak the F/'B decreases with AA and almost level off at AA l87, though
a slight minimum ofE/B seems to exist at around A,4=130. At higher proton energies (E,l
11.5 GeV, closed symbols), however, the RB vaiues are almost consistent with each other,
irrespectively ofE,. It is interesting to note that the constant FLB values ofproton-reaction at
E,l-lr11.5 GeV are equal to those of photon-reaction at E,=600-1100 MeV except for the
results of i96Au and i9`Au. The same feature was also found in the recoil study of
photospallation reactions (see Chap. 1).
2.3.1.2. Kinematic energy, T
       The measured recoil propenies were used to derive the kinetic energies T of the
product nuclei by means of the vector velocity model embodying the two-step mechanism
commonly invoked in high-energy reactions. Here the two-step vector analysis developed by
Winsberg (1978) was employed for this purpose. The details of the analytical method were
described in Sect. 1.3.2. The calculated Tvalues are given in the 7th column ofTable F2 in
Appendix F.
       In Fig. 2-4 the T values at Eol600 MeV is shown as a function of zM by open
Circles, together with those ofphotospallation (see Sect. 1.3.4.2). At AA545 the Tincreases
60
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with an increase of AA and shows the two components as suggested in Fig. 2-2; (I) the (y,xn)
(x )- 1) reaction products produced by giant-resonance and (2) the (y,xnyp) (x, y)- I)reaction
products by mainly quasi-deuteron and (3,3) resonance absorptions. This increasing trend for
the latter components was well explained in terms of a random-walk theory [Cumming and
Bachmann (1972); Winsberg (1980)] as mentioned in Chap. 1. The Tvalues calculated by the
PICA code [Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969); Gabriel el al. (1971)] at E,=400 MeV are also
shown by crosses for each nuclide measured at At4S42. The PICA code, in which the
cascade-evaporation model by Serber (1949) is employed, can reproduce the increasing trend
for the (y,rmyp) products, though the absolute values are underestimated by a factor of about
                   t
1.7 on average for the (zx,xnyp) products. On the other hand, the Tvalues at zCL4>45 are higher
by about an order ofmagnitude than those ofphotospallation and imply the different reaction
mechanisms such as fission andlor fragmentation. The T values at A,4>45 increases slightiy
with an increase of an and level off at around M==110. In case of fission the iiquid-drop
theory [Nix and Swiatecki (1965)] is often used to calculate the fragment energies by
assuming the Z, A, and nuclear temperature of the average fissioning nucleus. Since these
kinetic energies are model dependent, the comparison with the available experimental data is
preferred here. Komer et al. (1970) measured the kinetic energies of coincident fragments in
the photofission of '97Au at E,=1000 MeV by using the semiconductor detector. Their results
are shown in Fig. 2-4 by dashed line in the At4 range of 58SztlA S 142. The Tvalues obtained
in the present work (open circles) seem to be consistent well with the results by Komer et al.
(1970) (dashed line) at ztSAI87, though those for 95Nb (ztL4= 102), '6As (M=121), and 6"MZn
(AA=128) are fairly higher and that for "MZn (z4A=126) is smaller. The results for '3iBa
(AA=66), '29MBa (ztSA=68), and '28Ba (,clA=69), however, are smaller by a factor ofabout 2 than
those by Komer et al. (1970). Since they employed the coincidence technique for the kinetic
energy measurement, the results obtained are all those for binary fission. However the present
radiochemical technique can not separate fission products from those from other reaction
Channels such as spallation and fragmentation. The small Tvalues for '3iBa, '29MBa, and '28Ba
May indicate that their productions are based on both fission (dashed line) and spallation
(solid line).
       The proton results cited above are also included in Fig. 2-4 for comparison. All ofthe
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proton data were reanaiyzed with the same manner and the same range-energy relation as
used in the present work in order to ensure a consistent comparison. At AA S-66 the T of
proton-reaction are consistent with each other, irrespectively ofE,, and also with those ofthe
photon-reaction at E,=600-1100 MeV except for '96Au and i9"Au produced by the (y,xn)
reaction. This consistency of the T values suggests that the mechanism of the second
deexcitation step is very similar both in photon- and proton-reactions. The variation of T for
the proton-reaction at zL4>66, however, is quite different from that at ,4A566. The T of
proton-reaction decreases with an increase of E, and becomes almost constant at E,l-it 11.5
GeV (closed symbols). This decreasing trend for proton-induced reaction is explained as a
change of the reaction mechanism from binary fission to deep-spallation [Wang and Porile
(1987)]. In case of the photon-reaction, the photons responsible for the production of these
nuclides are mostly ofenergies lower than 600 MeV and there is no appreciable change ofthe
recoil properties at E, ll:600 MeV. The results by Ross and Bachmann (1974) at E,=580 MeV
(open triangles) and Kaufmann et al. (1978) at E,=1 GeV (open square) are consistent with
those ofthe present photon results at Eol600 MeV.
2.3. 1. 3. Recoilproperties of2`Na
       The kinetic energy Tof2`Na (AA=173) obtained in the present work is higher by a
factor of about 2 than those of proton-induced reactions. The position of this nucleus on the
mass scale makes its possible to trace how the production mechanism for light nuclei changes
with an increase ofthe target mass. Many recoil studies of2`Na produced by various hadrons
have been reported in wide ranges of target masses and projectile energies [Crespo et al.
(1963); Porile and Tanaka (1964); Kaufman et al. (1978); Winsberg (1980); Cole and Porile
(1982); Cumming et al. (1981)]. A few works on photonuclear reactions also have been
reported by Jarund and Forkman (1977b) on natCu, "atAg, and '9'Au at E,=800 MeV, and by
Amroyan et al. (1993) on 2'Al, "atCu, natAg, natTa, and t9'Au at E,=4.5 GeV.
       In the present work the recoil properties from 2'Al, 5'V, "aÅéu, (see Chap. 1) and '9'Au
were obtained at Eo==60e-1 lOOMeV. A quantity approximately equal to the mean range of the
recoil in the target material, 2J>V(F+B), in unit of mglcm2 of each target metal, is shown by
open circles as a function of target mass A,, together with those by Jarund and Forkman
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(1977b) at E,==800 MeV and by Amroyan el al. (1993) at E,=4.5 GeV in Fig. 2-5. The
measurements of 2`Na from "atAg were also performed in the present work separately at
E,=950 and 1000MeV, and the average value is also included in the same figure. The
2J>V(F+B) values are consistent with each other, irrespectively ofE,, though the present result
for '9'Au is about 50 O/o higher than that by Jarund and Forkman (1977b) at Eo=800 MeV The
2PY(F+B) increases smoothly with an increase ofA,, refiecting the increase of the kinetic
energy of2`Na.
       In Fig. 2-6, an another observable quantity, F/B, is shown as a function ofA, by the
same symbols shown in Fig. 2-5. The F/B values for 2'Al, "atV, and "atCu targets are all about 2
and are consistent with the trend of photospallation reaction (see Chap. 1). However the F/B
values decreases gradually with an increase ofA, and attain to almost 1 for "atTa and '9'Au,
implying change of the angler distribution of 2`Na from the forward-peaking distribution to
the isotropic distribution when the target mass number increases.
       The kinetic energy T of 2`Na was calculated by the same analytical method as
described in Sect. 1.3.2, and is shown as a function ofA, in Fig. 2-7. It seems interesting to
compare the observed mean kinetic energy T of 2`Na to the energy acquired by Coulomb
repulsion in the process of fission (Ec). The E. values are shown by dashed line in Fig. 2-7.
The ratio of T to E. will be small if 2`Na was produced as a result of nucleon evaporation
(spallation), and will be ofthe order of unity ifthe kinetic energy of2`Na was acquired as a
results ofCoulomb repulsion in fission. The T/Ec ratios are shown as a function ofA, in Fig.
2-8. The T/Ec ratios are about O.5 for 27AJ, "atV, and "atCu, and are unity for natAg and '9'Au
within the experimental errors. The variations of F/B and TIE. shown in Figs. 2-8 and 2-6,
respectively, are explained as a result of the transition from spallation to fission aiid/or
fragmentation. In Chap. 1, the kinetic energy Tin the second step was well parameterized by
E.=T/(ztlt4/A,), which is an average kinetic energy carried by the emitted particles, and it was
found that the E, values are all in the range of ICF20 MeV for typical spallation. The s, values
for 2`Na from 2'Al, natv, and "aÅéu are 11.9Å}1.4, 18.9Å}3.I, and 21Å}10 MeV, respectively, and
they are consistent with the above trend for spallation. However, the s, values of51Å}13 MeV
for "atAg and g6Å}1 1 MeV fori9'Au are quite higher than those of lighter targets, implying the
different production mechanism from spallation. It is also noted that the existence of two
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Fig. 2-8. Ratio T/Ec for 2`Na as a function of A,.
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nuclear processes was found previously in the mass dependence ofthe reaction yields [Jarund
and Forkman (1977a); Amroyan et al. (1993)]; the yields decrease exponentially with an
increase ofA. but suddenly change the slope to gradual increase around A,==100. The yield
measurements of 7'iOBe, 22Na and 26Al as well as 2"Na are now being measured in the author's
group. Their results will be reported elsewhere.
2.3.2. Reaction yields
2. 3. 2. '1. Yie ld curves
       In the present work the radioactivities of 30 product nuclei in the mass range of
A=46-131 were observed in both the catcher foil and the target. For these nuclei, a quantity
approximately equal to the mean range ofthe recoil in the target material, 2PV(F+B), in unit of
mg/cm2 of Au, was obtained, and they are given in the last column in Table F2 of Appendix F
The 2M(F+B) values are shown in Fig. 2-9 by open circles as a function of product mass
number (A), together with those reported by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E, =600 MeV (closed
squares). The 2PY(F+B) values obtained in the present work are consistent well with the
results by Areskoug et al. (1974) within the experimental errors. There exists a linear
relationship between 2"7r(F+B) and A in range of 46S-A;S131, and a linear function of
2PV(F+B) = (-O.072Å}O.Ol1)A + (15Å}1) was obtained by the least squares fitting (solid line).
The quality of this fitting seems to be fairly good because all of the mean ranges can be
reproduced within 3 6. By using this relation the reaction yields of the 21 product nuclei,
which were found only in the target, were corrected for recoil losses (about 5 O/o). And also
the relative yields of the 38 product nuclei found in the catcher foils were normalized to the
absolute ones. Thus the absolute yields of the 58 product nuclei in unit of pbleq.q. were
obtained, and are summarized in Table F3 in Appendix F. The yield values in italics were
obtained from the activities found in the catcher foil. The yield curves for 41 mass chains in
the mass range of42;-SA;$ 131 are shown in Figs. Gl-1 -- Gl-41 in Appendix G The yields
obtained from the activities found in the target and the catcher foil are shown by circles and
squares, respectively. The yields increase steeply with an increase ofEo and attain to a plateau
around Eo==600 MeV. This variation of the yield curves is characteristic in photonuclear
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reaction, indicating that the photons responsible for the production of these nuclides are
mostly of energies lower than 600 MeV.
2.3.2.2. Charge distribution
      In the present work the charge distribution Y.D(A,Z) was assumed by the following
Gaussian function
               '
                    YcD (A• Z) = YcD (A, z,)• expl- (Z c-,Zp)2 1, (2.1)
where, YcD(A,Z,) is the maximum ofthe charge distribution at a product mass A, Z, being a
most probable charge. In the present work Cz is assumed to be constant, irrespectively ofA,
and Z, is assumed to be a linear function of A, i.e., Z,= TA+S. On the basis of these
assumptions, the Eq. 2-1 was fitted to the experimental results by least squares method. For
cumulative yields, a sum of the yields of a suitable number of isobars was fitted to the
experimental yields. The yields ofthe product nuclei in metastable state were excluded from
the analysis. In the author's group the yield measurements oflight nuclei such as "'OBe, 22•2`Na,
"•`6•47•48 sc and 56•5'•58•60co from '97Au are also under study [Matsumura and Washiyama (1998)]•
Therefore the results for `6'`"`8Sc and 56'5"58'60Co were also included in the present analysis. The
four free parameters, YcD(A,Z,), Cz, T, and S, were determined at E,=1100, 1000, 900, 800,
700, 600, 500, 450, 400, 350, and 300 MeV. As an example the results of the fitting at
E,=1100 MeV are shown in Fig 2-10 for A=56, 72, 83, 88, 95, 97, 103, and 105. The
independent yields (I), the cumulative yields by B- decay (C-) and by B' decay and/or electron
capture (C+) are shown by open circles, closed triangles, and clesed squares, respectively.
The YcD(A,Z,) curve obtained is shown by solid curve. The cumulative yields shown by dotted
curve for C- and dashed curve for C+ were obtained by integrating the YcD(A,Z,) curve. It
seems that the results ofthese fittings are fairly good as shown in Fig 2-10.
       The charge distribution parameters, FWHZM of the charge distribution instead of Cz,
T, and S, are summarized in Table 2.2, and are shown as a function ofE, by open circles in
Figs. 2-1la, 2-1lb, and 2-1lc, respectively. The Fwu ofthe charge distribution in charge
unit (c.u.) show E,-independence at Eo l-l)300 MeV The weighted mean value of2.2Å}O.1 c.u,
is consistent with that reported by Areskoug et al, (1974) at E,= 600 MeV (a closed square).
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2-10. Charge distributions for the mass chains of(a)56
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Fig. 2-10. Continued.
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Table 2-2• Charge distribution parameters for the photofission of i97Au.
























































Table 2-3. Mass yield parameters for the photofission of 197Au.
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The parameter T shown in Fig. 2-1lb increases with an increase of E, and becomes Ecr
independent at Eo l-l: 600 MeV The weighted mean value of T at E, i-ll 600 MeV is O.424Å}O.OO 1 .
According to Unchanged Charge Distribution (UCD) assumption, this weighted mean value
corresponds to eleven-neutron emission before fission. The smaller 7 values at the Iower Eo
may reflect the smaller number of neutron emissions, refiecting the resonance nature in (3,3)
resonance. The T value reported by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600 MeV
(T=O.4209Å}O.O026) is consistent well with the present result at E,=600 MeV within 2 6. 0n
the other hand, the parameter S shown in Fig. 2-1 1c is also independent ofEo at Eo lll: 600 MeV
and the weighted mean value is O.7Å}O.1. The S values at E,;:$450 MeV are somewhat higher
than the weighted mean value. The S value reported by Afeskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600
MeV (S=1.08Å}O.25) is consistent with the present result at E,==600 MeV within 2 6.
2. 3. 2. 3. Mass distribution
      By using the charge distribution parameters, Y..(A,Z,), Cz, T, and S, determined above,
the total chain yields were calculated for the mass chains ofA=42, 43, 46--48, 56-60, 65, 66,
71-77, 82-84, 86-89, 91, 92, 95-97, 99, 103, 105, 112, 126, 128, 129, and 131, in which at
least one yield data is available, and they are summarized in Table F4 in Appendix F. In Fig.
2-12 the total chain yields calculated at E,==1 100, 900, 700, 500, and 300 MeV are shown as a
function ofA by open circles, closed triangles, open squares, closed inverse triangles, and
open diamonds, respectively. These mass distributions seem to be symmetric with the
maximum around A=90. In the present work the mass distribution, Xva)(A), is assumed to be
the following Gaussian function,
                     Xvm (A) = XvtD (A,)• exp(- (A i,Ap)2 ), (2-2)
where, Zwa(A,) is the maximum ofthe mass distribution, A, being a most probable mass, and
CA is the width parameter. The total chain yields, except forA==42, 47, 82, and 96, which are
largely deviated from the expected Gaussian curve, were fitted by the Eq. 2-2 as shown by the
different curves for the respective energies in Fig. 2-12. The parameters, X,,)(A,), A,, and
FWHM ofthe mass yield distribution instead of C, are summarized in Table 2.3. The absolute
Yields decrease with an increase ofEo, though the shape ofthe curves are almost the same at
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E,=1100, 900, 700, and 500 MeV. However the mass yield curve at E,=300 MeV is quite
smaller than those at higher energies and the peak position seems to be somewhat higher,
though the yields are accompanied with the large errors and also the studied mass range is
smaller(43-<d---A;-S112).
       In Fig. 2-13 the total chain yields obtained in the present work at E,=800 MeV (open
circles) are compared with the relative ones by Komer et al. (1970) at E,=1000 MeV (ciosed
triangles) and Areskoug et al. (1974) at E, :600 MeV (closed squares) by normalizing the
yields at A=97 to 1. In order to investigate the consistency of the mass yield curves reported
by different authors and at different energies quantitatively, the most probable mass, A,, and
the FWHM of the mass yield curve are shown as a function of Eo in Figs. 2-14a and 2-14b,
respectively. The symbols are the same as those in Fig. 2-13. The A, value decreases with an
increase of Eo from about 97 at Eo=300 MeV to a constant value of 92Å}1 m.u. at higher
energies. This value agrees well with the one reported by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600
MeV (92.6Å}O.6 m.u.). The A, value of92Å}1 m.u. at E, l-)600 MeV may be reasonable because
the mass number ofthe fissioning nucleus obtained from the charge distribution parameter T
in Sect. 2.3.2.2 is 186 m.u. Since Komer et al. (1970) assumed the mass number of the
fissioning nucleus with 194 m.u., their A, value is about 97 m.u. and is higher by 5 m.u. than
that obtained in the present work. On the other hand, the FWHM values are independent ofEo,
though a slight increasing trend appears at Eo;S600 MeV. The weighted mean value of39Å}1
m.u. at E, l-ll:600 MeV is equal to that measured by Komer et al. (1970). However the FWHM
value reported by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600 MeV (30.9t1.7 m.u.) is lower by about 8
m.u. As mentioned in Sect. 2.3.2.2, the charge distribution parameters, such as Cz, T, and S,
obtained by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600 MeV are consistent well with those in the
present work. The discrepancy ofthe FWHM ofthe mass yield curve may attribute to their
smaller product mass range analyzed (A=72-1 1 1). Also it is noted that Areskoug et al. (1974)
measured the yield of59Fe, but eliminated the result from their analysis due to its anomalously
higher value than that deduced from their mass yield trend at A=72-l1l (Fig. 2-13). In the
present work the product mass range was expanded to A=42--131, and almost all the total
Chain yields fell in a good Gaussian function. The anomaly ofS9Fe suggested by Areskoug et
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       The recoil properties, FPV, BPV, and T, the mass yield parameters, A, and C,, and the
charge distribution parameters, C,, T, and S, are all independence ofE, at E,lil;600MeV It is
concluded that the reaction mechanism of photofission also attains to the Iimiting behavior at
E,)-600MeV as found in the previous studies of photospallations [Shibata et aL (1987);
Sarkar et al. (199la, 1991b)] and photopion reactions [Sakamoto et al. (1989, 1991)].
       The total fission yields in unit ofmb/eq.q., which were obtained from the mass yield
parameters determined above, are given in the last column of Table 2-3, and are shown as a
function of Eo by open circles in Fig. 2-15. As mentioned in the introduction the total fission
yields in unit of mb/eq.q. on '"7Au have been extensively measured by ionization chambers
[Jungerman and Steiner (1957)], and solid-state track detectors [Raiiyuk and Sorokin (1967);
Mitrofanova et al. (1968); Kroon and Forkman (1972); Andersson et al. (1972); David et al.
(1972); Vartapetyan et al. (1972); Emma et aL (1976); Kiely et al. (1976)]. These results are
also included by the different symbols shown in the inset ofthe figure. The total fission yields
increase steeply by about three orders ofmagnitude with an increase ofE, from Eo= 100 MeV
to 600 MeV, indicating both quasi-deuteron resonance and (3,3) resonance are main
photoabsorption mechanism to result in fission process. The results by the different authors
are consistent with each other in the range ofa factor of2, except for the result by Kiely et al.
(1976) at E,=580 MeV (an open diamond). The results by Jungerman and Steiner (1957)
(closed triangles) and David et al. (1972) (open triangles) are consistent well with the present
results, but others are systematically lower.
       In recent years the total fission cross sections have been intensively measured by
using monochromatic (or quasi-monochromatic) photon beams of energies up to 300 MeV
[]Y[aitins et aL (1989, 1991); Lucherini et al. (1989); Terranova et al. (1996, 1998)]. At
present these beams are low intensities for the present radiochemical studies.
       The radiochemical measurements at E,<300 MeV are strongly desired, because the
different contributions of giant, quasi-deuteron, and (3,3) resonances are included, and the
change of the fission character such as mass and charge distributions with Eo are expected in
this energy region. The measurement at Eo=65 MeV, where only giant and quasi-deuteron
resonances are interested, was performed by using the 300 MeV electron linac of the
Laboratory of Nuclear Science (LNS) of Tohoku University. The preliminary mass yield
78
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distribution with A,=99Å}1 and FWHIrvl=20Å}1
MeV. These results will be reported elsewhere.
m.u. are qulte different from that at E,l-ll3OO
2.4. Summary
       The recoil properties and the reaction yields of radionuclides formed in the
photofission of '97Au at E,=300-1 100 MeV have been measured using the thick-target thick-
catcher method coupled with chemical separation technique.
       The observed mean ranges, F"7 and Brv, in the forward and backward directions with
respect to the beam, respectively, show Eo-independence at E,)600 MeV, reflecting the
resonance character in photofission process. The forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, are
independent ef the mass difference (A,zl) between a product (A,) and a target (A,), and the
weighted mean value ofE/B=1.0Å}O.1 is quite different from that ofphotospallation. The mean
kinetic energies T of the product nuciei at Eol-it600 MeV were calculated by the two-step
vector velocity model. The Tvalues agree well with the previous physical measurements by
Komer et al. (1970) at E,=1000 MeV in the range of AA l87. The results for '3'Ba (AA=66),
'29MBa (A,4=68), and i28Ba (AA=69), however, are smaller by a factor of about 2 than those by
Komer et al. (1970), indicating that their productions are based on both fission and spallation.
       The charge distribution parameters, such as FWHM of the charge distribution,
parameters T and S, were determined. They show E,-independence at Eol-ir600 MeV and the
weighted mean values are FWH]V[==2.2Å}O.1 c.u., T=O.424Å}O.OOI, and S==O.7Å}O.1, suggesting
eleven-neutron emission before fission. The symmetric mass yield distributions of the
photofission of i9'Au were obtained at E,=300--1100 MeV. The most probable mass A, and
the FWHM of the mass distribution were calculated, and they also show Eo-independence at
Eolll;600 MeV. The weighted mean value ofA, at E,ll;600 MeV (92Å}1 m.u.) is consistent
well with that reported by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600 MeV. On the other hand, the
FWHM value of39Å}1 m.u. at E, ll600 MeV is equal to that measured by Komer et al. (1970)
at Eo =1000 MeV, but 8 m.u. 1arger than that by Areskoug et al. (1974) at E,=600 MeV. The
tOtal fission yields obtained in the present work are consistent with the previous results by
iOnization chambers and solid state detectors within a factor of2.
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chapter 3
Target Dependence ofPhotopion Reaetions at lntermedi'ate
Energ7'es
3.1. Introduction
       The yield measurements in photopion reactions have been of special interest with
regard to behavior of pions and nucleons produced by A decay in the target nucleus.
Photopion emissions from the nucleus are expected to be dependent on the locations of the
initial interactions inside the nucleus, and hence on the size of the nucleus and/or its
transparency for pions and the energies imparted to the associated particles. Most of the
previous physical investigations were restricted to the inclusive measurements of one or two
ofthe emitted particies, and ascribed the pion and/or nucleon emission(s) to simple reactions
such as (y,zO), (y,rc'), (y,p) and (y,n) on light nuclei. A series of double differential cross
section and momentum measurements ofpions and nucleons (2p and pn) from heavier targets
were reported by Arends et al. (1991), and the dependence of the energy-integrated
differential cross sections on the size S, S being the number of protons or neutrons in the
target, was found to be described by da/dS?ocSa, where the exponent is --O.6 for xÅ} and -1.15
for a proton. They explained the results of the cross sections as a consequence of a
combination of volume production and pion reabsorption, although pure surface production
could not be excluded from the pion data. These inclusive measurements did not give
information on the types of reactions responsible for the observed panicles. Also, particle
measurements were unavoidable from a certain restriction of the detection threshold (-40
MeV) ofthe spectrometer.
       Radiochemical methods are usefu1 for identifying individual (y,z-xn) reactions for
different x. It is possible to isoiate the product nuclides chemically as a series of radioisotopes
with mass numbers (A,--x) belonging to (Z,+1) element from a target with mass number A, of
an element with atomic number Z, and also from the dominant spallation products ofA,<A,
and Z,,<..Z,. The (y,z') reaction leads to a product nucleus ofA, =A, and Z,=Z,--1 that is also
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distinguishable from those of other competitive reaction paths, though the (y,rt')cn) products
are not separable from the (y,px'n) products. The information obtained from the activation
method is integral with respect to the energy and angle of the final products, but forgoes a
detailed theoretical analysis ofthe final states involved [Nagl (1991)]. However, the complete
picture concerning competitive reaction paths opened by A resonance such as photopion
reactions different in x, photospallation, photofragmentation and photofission in cases of
heavy complex nuclei can be clarified.
       In the author's group the radiochemical yield measurements for the (y,x-xn) (xl-l)O)
and the (y,rd) reactions on various targets ranging from 'Li to 2Cfi3i, have been measured as a
function ofbremsstrahlung end-point energies, Eo, from 30 MeV to 1200 MeV [Sakamoto et
aL (1989, 1990); Oura et al. (1994, 1995a, 1995b)], and the following systematical features
have been obtained so far. (1) Photons responsible for these reactions are mostly of energies
lower than 400 MeV but higher than 140 MeV (=pion rest mass). (2) The (y,z-xn) reaction
yields ofxi-lr 1 increase steeply with an increase ofA, from 30 to 150, and attain to constant
values. The maximum yield from a given target is observed at x=O for 5iV, x:-71 for 59Co-89y,
)c=2-3 for i2'I--i39La, and x=34 for i'5Lu-209Bi. The systematic yield variation in terms ofx
and A, have been found. (3) the (y,rd) and (y,rt') yields are independent ofA,in a range ofA,l-il
27 and the yield ratio ofthe (y,n-) to (y,z+) is about 6 over the studied range ofEo, while the
photon-induced cascade-evaporation calculation based on the PICA code by Gabriel and
AJsmiller (1969) indicates that the ratio is about 2 at E, =25(]B400 MeV.
       The present work concerns further extensive accumulation of the yield data on the
(y,rt') and (y,7c-xn) reactions for x->-O in a regien of middle and heavy target nuclei. For the
(y,rt-)cn) reactions forxll; 1, a few measurements of5iV(y,z'rn)5'-XCr for x=2, 3 [Sakamoto ei
al. (1989)], 59Co(y,rt-m)59'XNi for x=2, 3 [Sarkar (1991c); Oura (1995b)], and 89Y(y,x-nn)8SL'XZr
for x=1-3 [Kunugise (1989)], have only been available so far in a range ofA,<127. In order to
clarify the details ofA,-dependent feature ofthe (y,rt-xn) reactions, the yield measurements of
"a Te(y,z-xn)55co, 59co(y,z-xn)5""rNi for x=2, 3, "atCu(y,rdxn)62Zn, 75As(y,rt-xn)75-XSe for x=2,
3, 4, s, natAg(y,rt-xn)iO'•i05•iO"cd, and "atln(y,x'xn)ii3'i'i'iiO'i09Sn reactions have been performed at
Eo==50-1200 MeV in the present work. Oura (1995b) pointed out that the reported yields for
59Co(y,x"Jcn)59-`xNi for x:-r2, 3 by Sarkar (1991c) are over-estimated by an order of magnitude or
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more due to Ni-impurity contained in the used Co target. Because these data on 59Co were
quite essential for the systematization of the (y,rt'xn) reactions, the yield measurements were
repeated to obtain more accurate ones. The data accumulation for natCu(y,rt+Jrn)62Zn reaction
was also included in the present worK though the preliminary results for "atCu(y,z-xn)62Zn
reaction were available [Fujiwara et al. (1985)]. The other targets, "atFe, 75As, "atAg, and "atln,
are the first entries to the studies ofphotopion reactions in the author's group. The present
results are discussed in terms oftarget mass number (A,), the target neutron number (N,), and
                                                 Nthe ratio ofthe number of neutrons to the number ofprotons in the target, (N/Z). together with
thoseiobtained previously. The yield measurements of 89Y(y,rd.vn)89'XZr for x=4 and 5, in
addition to )c :1-3 reported by Kunugise (1989), are now being measured in the author's group,
and also included in the present discussion. For the (y,rtÅ}) reactions the yield measurements at
A,=87, 88, and 89 have only been available so far in a range ofA,=66--132. In the present
work the measurements of '5As(y,tt-)75Se, '5As(y,x')'5Ge, i09Ag(y,rd)i09pd, and 'iSIn(y,rd)ii"cd
reactions were also performed, and the preliminary results are discussed comparing with the
previous systematics by the author's group. Also the results are discussed in conjunction with
a theoretical calculations based on the PICA code by Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969).
3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Irradiations
       The chemical compositions, the purities, the sizes, and the thicknesses ofthe targets
used in the present work are given in Table 3-1. Irradiations were performed for 5-30 min
with an uncollimated bremsstrahlung beams of maximum end-point energies (Eo) of 50-230
MeV from the 300 MeV electron linac of LNS. Irradiations at E,=250-1200 MeV were
performed for 30 to 300 min with an electron free collimated bremsstrahlung beams from the
1.3 GeV electron synchrotron of KEK. The other experimental setup for the irradiations was
almost the same as described in Refs. [Shibata et al. (1987); Sakamoto et aL (1989, 1990)].
3.2.2. Chemical Separations
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As203, Pd and Cd from Ag, and Cd and Sn from In20, were performed in order to avoid high
background ofy-spectrum due to spallation products. The chemical procedures for As203, Ag,
and In203 targets are shown in Figs. 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3, respectively, and that for Co was the
same as reported by Sarkar (1991c).
3.2.2.1. Chemical separation ofSefrom As,0, (77ig. 3.Ia?
       The irradiated target was taken in a beaker containing 1 ml of selenium carrier
solution of 10 mg/ml (Se"' in 8 M HN03) and dissolved with 15 ml ofc. HCI. About O.5 g of
NH20H'HCI was added to the solution to precipitate Se. The mixture was diluted to 100 ml
with H,O. The precipitate was filtered through a weighed filter paper (ADVANTEC
membrane filter, pore size 1.0 ptm), washed with c. HCI and water, and subjected to y-
spectrometry.
       The isolation of the selenium activity was performed within 10 min with chemical
yields of 20-80 O/o. The chemical yields were obtained by the weight of Se as well as by a
comparison ofthe photopeak count of 265 keV of '5Se with one from an untreated As203 disk
from the same irradiation.
3. 2. 2. 2. Chemical separation ofGefrom As,0, (7 7ig. 3. Ib?
       The irradiated Aeq03 disk was taken in a beaker containing 1 mi of germanium
carrier solution of 10 mglml (Ge`' in 1 M NaOH) and 50 ml of6 M HCI, and crushed into
powder. The mixture was transferred in a round-bottom flask and 30 ml ofc. HCI was added
to it. Flesh C12 was passed through the mixture in order to oxidize As3' to a nonvolatile AsS',
and GeCl, was distilled into a centrifuge tube containing 10 ml of H,O cooled in an ice bath.
O.5 g of NH,OH•HCI was added to the receiver to reduce saturated C12, and H2S gas was
passed to it to precipitate GeS2. The precipitate was filtered through a weighed filter paper
(ADVANTEC 5C), washed with c. HCI and water, and subjected to y-spectrometry.
       The chemical yields were determined by weighing the precipitates in a form of Ge02,
and they ranged from 50 to 80 O/o. The time required for the separation of germanium activity
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3. 2. 2. 3. Chemical separations of Cd and Pd.from Ag (Fig. 3. 2?
       The irradiated Ag plate was taken in a beaker containing 1 ml of palladium carrier
solution of 5 mg/ml (Pd2' in 6 M HZN03), and 2 ml of cadmium carrier solution of 10 mg/ml
(Cd2' in dil. HNO,), and dissolved with 20 ml ofc. HNO, following heating. After ceoling the
pH of the solution was adjusted to 4 with aq. NH,. 1 ml of 1 O/o dimethylglyoxime solution
was added to the solution to precipitate Pd(C,H7N202)2. After a lapse of 5 min the precipitate
was filtered through a 30 ml glass crucible of medium porosity (pore size 10-16 ptm). The
precipitate and the filtrate were treated for Pd and Cd separations, respectively.
       c. HCI was added to the filtrate to precipitate AgCl, until no further precipitation of
AgCl was seen. After heating the precipitate was centrifuged and discarded. A few drops of
Ag' scavenger solution of 10 mg/ml (Ag' in dil. HNO,) arid Fe3' scavenger solution of 10
mg!ml (Fe3' in 1 M HCI) were added to the supernatant, and excess aq. NH3 was added to it to
precipitate Fe(OH)3. After heating the precipitate was filtered through a filter paper
(ADVANTEC 4A) and the precipitate was discarded. The pH of the filtrate was adjusted to
3q with c. CH,COOH, and H2S gas was passed through the solution to precipitate CdS and
Ag2S. The precipitate was centrifuged and the supernatant was discarded. The precipitate was
dissolved with 10 ml of 1 M HCI and the insoluble Ag,S was filtered and discarded. A few
drops of30 O/o H202 was added to the filtrate and heated for5 min in order to oxidize S2- to
SO,2-. The pH ofthe solution was adjusted to 7 with aq. NH, and 1 ml of 1.5 M (NH4)2HIP04
was added to it to precipitate CdNH,PO,•H20. After cooling for 10 min the precipitate was
filtered through a weighed filter paper (ADVANTEC membrane filter, pore size 1.0 ptm),
washed with water, and subjected to y-spectrometry.
       The above precipitate ofPd(C,H,N,O,), was dissolved with 10 ml of hot c. HNO,,
and a few drops of Ag' scavenger was added to it. A few drops ofc. HCI were added to the
solution to precipitate AgCl. The precipitate was filtered through a filter paper (ADVANTEC
4A) and discarded. The pH of the filtrate was adjusted to 4 with aq. NH,. 1 ml ofl O/o
dimethylglyoxime solution was added to the solution to precipitate Pd(C4H7N202)2. After a
lapse of 5 min the precipitate was filtered through a weighed filter paper (ADVANTEC
membrane filter, pore size 1.0 pm), washed with water, and subjected to y-spectrometry.
       The time required for the separation of palladium activity was about 30 min, and for
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cadmium 60 min
from 60 to 90 O/o,
. As determined gravimetricatly, the chemical yields ofthe p
and for cadmium from 20 to 50 O/o.
alladium ranged
3.2.2. 4. Chemical separations ofSn and Cdfrom ln,0, (CFig. 3. 3?
       The irradiated target was taken in a beaker containing 2 ml of cadmium carrier
solution of 10 mg/ml (Cd2' in dil. HINO,), 1 ml oftin canier solution of 10 mg/ml (Sn`' in c.
HCI), and a few drops of30 O/o H,O,, and dissolved with 20 ml ofc. HCI following heating.
Excess amount of aq. NH, was added to the solution to precipitate Sn(OH), and In(OH)3.
After heating the precipitate was centrifuged and treated for Sn isolation, and the supernatant
for Cd isolation.
       10ml of 10 M NaOH was added to the precipitate and stirred well following heating
(Sn(OH), is dissolved as [Sn(OH),]"-, whereas In(OH), remains undissolved). The mixture
was centrifuged and the precipitate was discarded. c. HCI was added to acidify the
supernatant and 5 ml of O.25 M phenylarsenic acid solution was added to precipitate
SnrehAs03)2. After heating for 5 min the precipitate was filtered through a weighed filter
paper (ADVANTEC membrane filter, pore size 1.0 pm), washed with dil. HCI, and subjected
to y-spectrometry.
       c. HCI was added to acidify the above supernatant containing cadmium. A few drops
ofAg' and Fe3" scavengers were added to the supernatant, and excess amount ofaq. NH3 was
added to precipitate Fe(OH),. Afler heating the precipitate was filtered through a filter paper
(ADVANTEC 4A) and the precipitate was discarded. The filtrate was treated in the same way
as the separation procedure of Cd from Ag (see Sect. 3.2.2.3 and Fig.3.2).
       The time required for the separation ofcadmium activity was about 60 min, and for
tin 40 min. As determined gravimetrically, the chemical yields of the cadmium ranged from
20 to 70 O/o and for tin from 20 to 60 O/o.
        '
3•2.3. y-ray spectrometry
       The y-ray spectrometry was performed with high-purity Ge detectors in the same
Way as described in Sect. 1.2.3. And also LEPS (Low Energy Photon Spectrometer) was used
fOr the detection of the photo peak of 88.0 keV y-ray of i09Pd in order to avoid high
                                    90
background ofy-spectrum due to the other Pd isotopes such as "9'iOO''O'Pd and their daughters.
       Relevant nuclear data used in the present work [Browne and Firestone (1986);
Firestone (1996)] are given in Table 3-2.
3.2.4. PICA calculation
       A photon induced cascade-evaporation calculation using the PICA code [(iabriel and
Alsmiller (1969); Gabriel (1971)] was performed at E,=150, 200, 250, 300, and 400 MeV for
the photopion reactions on each of 56'57'58Fe, 59Co, 63•65Cu, 75As, 89y, i07•i09Ag, and ii3•ii5In.
Based on these calculated yields, the reaction yields for the targets of natural isotopic
abundance, natFe(y,x-xn)55Co, "aÅéu(y,x"xn)62Zn, "atAg(y,rt'xn)iO'•i05•iO`Cd, and "atln(y,rt-
xn)"3•'"•"O•i09sn, were obtained. The incident particle histories of 106 were followed in the
present calculation. The details ofthe calculation, such as the input parameters, are described
in the original papers [Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969); Gabriel et al. (1971)] and also in the
previous papers by the author's group [Sakarnoto et al. (1989, 1990); Sarkar et al. (1993);
Oura (1995b)].
3.3. Results
       The photopion yields in unit of ptb per equivalent quantum (ptb/eq.q.) obtained in the
present work are given in Tables 3-3 - 3-1 1. The tabulated values are the weighted means ofn
determinations at the same E,. The yields for the targets ofFe, Co, Cu, As, Ag, and In were
calculated for their natural isotopic abundances. The associated errors are those inherited from
the counting statistics and decay curve analysis, including the additional errors from




       The observed yields as a function of bremsstrahlung end-point energy, Eo, (yield
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Table 3-4. 0bserved 'elds tbr nat A ( ,rcL:<n)i07•105'104cd reactions.
Eo
(MeV)
  i Cd
Yield (pbleq,q.) n
















































































































































































































































































































The observed yields are the weighted means ofn determinations.
Table 3-5. 0bserved yields for Se(y,z-x, n)75 75-xSe (x=O, 2, 3, 4, 5) reactions.
Eo

































































The observed yields are the weighted means ofn deterrninations.
Table 3-5. Continued.
Eo
















































 O.O Å} L8
 O.OÅ} 1,3
 O.O Å} 4.2
 O.OO Å} 3.68
 O.O Å} L4












Table 3-6. 0bserved ields for nat cu( ,rt-xn)62'zn reaction.

































































The observed yields are the weighted means of n determinations.
Table 3-7. 0bserved 'elds for 59Co( ,rt-xn) 59-xNi (: =2, 3) reactrons.
Eo
(MeV)
   57Ni
Yield (pbleq.q.) n






































 0887 Å} O.046
 O.799 Å} O076
 1.95 Å} O.33
 1.26 Å} O.18
 O.799 Å} OD49
 O.648 Å} O.068












The observed yields are the weighted means of n determinattons.
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curve) are shown by open circles in Figs. 3-4 - 3-25. The photopion thresholds for the
production ofradionuclides are indicated by arrows (e) on the E, axis.
       The features, which have been found in the previous work for the (y,7t-cn) and (y,7z')
reactions [Sakamoto et al. (1989, 1990); Oura (1994, 1995a, 1995b)], are consistent with
those found in the present work. Appreciable yields are observed at lower E, than e. The
reaction yields increase steeply with an increase of E,, and attain a plateau, or a shoulder,
which emerges around E,=100--200 MeV, and again increase rapidly to attain a second
plateau. The second rise starts from Eo very close to e. This feature is clear evidence for the
two Components; one is from the photopion reaction and the other from the secondary
reaction. In the radiochemical method, the secondary particle-induced reactions, (p,x'n) and
(n,p), produce the same radionuclides as the primary reactions, (y,x-xu) and (y,x'),
respectively, as tabulated in 6th and 7th columns in Table 3-2. Correction for the yields from
the secondary reactions was performed on the basis of the excitation functions for these
secondary reactions calculated with the AJLICE code [Blann (1975); Plasil (1977)], the
reported photoproton [Matthews et al. (1968); Dougan and Stiefler (1973, 1974)], and
photoneutron spectra [Kaushal et al. (1968); von Eyss and LUhrs (1973)]. The details of the
method were described in Refs. [Sakamoto el al. (1989, 1990)3 Oura (1995b)], and the
references therein. The estimated secondary yields are shown by dotted curve in the figures.
The yield values for '5As(y,rdxn)75-XSe (x=4, 5) (Figs. 3-16, 3-17), 59Co(y,x'Jcn)59-XNi (x=2, 3)
(Figs. 3-18, 3-19), "atCu(y,n-Jcn)62Zn (Fig. 3-20), "atFe(xrt-xn)55Co (Fig. 3-21), and
'5 As(y,n')75Ge (Fig. 3-25), however, are not corrected for the secondary contributions due to
insufficient measurements below pion threshold.
       The subtraction ofthe secondary reaction from the observed ones results in net yields,
which are shown by the solid curves. The secondary-corrected yield curves are shown to rise
steeply after the threshold and to attain a slightly increasing plateau at E,=350zOO MeV,
suggesting that photons responsible for the reactions are mostly of energies lower than 400
MeV, but higher than 140 MeV (=pion threshold). The details of the yield curves for the
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3. 4. 1. 1. ""'ln(z 7T-xn?113'l11'1iO'109Sn and natAg(x 7v"xn?1O7•105j104Cd
       The yield curves for natln('y,7cfixn)i'3'''i'i'O'i09Sn reactions are shown in Figs. 3-4, 3-5, 3-
6, and 3-7, respectively. The observed yields shown by open circles in Figs. 3-4a - 3-7a
increase with an increase of E, starting --50 MeV below the pion threshold and a shoulder
appears around 150--200 MeV. The yields again increase steeply and attain a second plateau
around Eo=400 MeV. The nuclide of 'i3Sn is produced from "atln by four reactions, i.e.,
ii3 In(y,rt')''3Sn, 'i5In(y,x2n)ii3Sn, 'i3In(p,n)i'3Sn, and 'i5In(p,3n)'i3Sn reactions as tabulated in
Table 3-2. The latter two are secondary reactions induced by protons produced by spallation
in the' target, and their contributions (dotted curve in Fig. 3-4a) were estimated following the
method as mentioned above. Arrows on E, axis, en- and e n-2n, indicate the e values for
''3 In(y,x-)ii3sn and i'5In(y,rt-2n)ii3Sn reactions, respectively. The subtraction of the secondary
contributions from the observed yields results in the net photopion reaction yields. The net
yields are plotted in Fig. 3-4b and a solid curve is the eye .Qkiide. The observed yields of 'iiSn,
'iO Sn, and i09Sn, each produced by four reactions tabulated in Table 3-2, were also corrected
for the secondary contributions (Figs. 3-5b, 3-6b, and 3-7b). The evaluated contributions from
the secondary reactions to the observed yields of 'i3Sn, ii'Sn, iiOSn, and i09Sn are about 9, 3, 7,
and 5 O/o on the average at Eo )- 400MeV, respectively.
       The calculated photopion reaction yields at E, =150, 200, 250, 300, and 400 MeV by
the PICA code for each of "atln(y,z-xn)'i3'iii"iO'i09Sn reactions are also plotted by open squares
in Figs. 3-4b -- 3-7b. They show the same increasing trend as that of the experiment. The
calculated values for natln(y,rt-xn)"3Sn reaction are higher by a factor of2 at Eo=200 MeV than
the measured ones, but about 20--30 O/o smaller at E,=300 and 400 MeV, though at Eo=250
MeV the correspondence is good. For "atln(y,z-xn)ii"iiO'iopSn reactions the calculated values
are all higher by factors of2-3 than the measured yields at E,==200--400 MeV.
       The observed yields for "atAg(y,x'xn)'O"'05''ouCd reactions are shown in Figs. 3-8a, 3-
9a, and 3-10a, respectively. The range of scattering ofthe data points is within 30 O/o for each
of"atAg(y,x-xn)'07•i05•'oocd reactions. Each nuclide ofiO"'05'iouCd is produced from "atAg by two-
Photopion and two-secondary reactions as tabulated in Table 3-2. The contributions of the
Secondary reactions to the observed yields for iO'Cd, '05Cd, and iouCd are evaluated to be about
4, 7, and 4 O/o on the average at E, ill400MeV, respectively. The values calculated by the PICA
114
code for "at.Ag(y,rc-rn)iO'Cd reaction are consistent with the experiment at Eo=150, 200, and
250 MeV, but are smaller by a factor of about 2 than the measured ones at E,==300 and 400
MeV. On the other hand, the calculated values for "atAg(y,rt-xn)iO"''`"Cd reactions at E,=200-
400 MeV overestimate the experimental values by factors of2-3.
       The yields for "atln(y,rt-xn)ii3'tii'iiO'i09Sn and "atAg(y,rt-.vn)i07'i05'iO"Cd reactions were
obtained for natural isotopic abundances in the present w'ork. The individual nuclide yields
from photopion reactions on the two target nuclei are resolved into respective ones as
following. As fore-mentioned in Introduction, the yield values for (y,x-) reaction are
independent oftarget mass number (A,) in a range ofA,.>.--27, and the weighted mean values of
the yields for A,.>..27 are 96Å}7, 81Å}7, and 50Å}5 ptb/eq.q. at E,=800, 400, and 250 MeV,
respectively [Oura (1995b)]. Using these weighted mean values, "atln(y,rdxn)'i3Sn and
"at Ag(y,z-xn)'O'Cd yields obtained experimentally in the present work, and the natural isotopic
abundances of In and Ag tabulated in Table 3-1, the yields of 't5In(y,rt-2n) and i09Ag(y,rt-2n)
were calculated, respectively. For the (y,rt-2n) yields, the reported yields are available for the
targets ofA,=51, 59, 89, 127, 133, 139, 175, 197, and 209 [Oura (1995b)]. Based on these
values as a function ofthe ratio ofthe number of neutrons to the number ofthe protons in the
target, (N/Z). (see Sect. 3.4.3) and also the interpolation ofthe mass yield curves as a function
ofx from these targets, a good estimation ofthe (y,x-2n) yields forA,=90-126 are possible.
Using the estimated yields of i'3In(y,n-2n) and iO'Ag(y,n-2n), the experimental yields for
"at ln(y,rt-nn)"isn and "atAg(y,rt-xn)'05Cd, and the natural isotopic abundances ofIn and Ag, the
yields of i'5In(y,x-4n) and '09Ag(y,z-4n) are calculated. For the (y,rc-3n) yields, the previous
data are available for the targets ofA,=51, 59, 89, and 209. Based on these values as a
function of (N/Z), (see Sect. 3.4.3) and also the interpolation of the mass yield curves, a good
estimation ofthe (y,rt-3n) yields forA,=90-130 are possible. Using these estimated yields, the
experimental yields for ""tln(y,x-nn)iiOSn and ""tAg(y,z-Jun)iO"Cd, and the natural isotopic
abundances ofIn and Ag, the ii5In(y,x'5n) and i09Ag(y,rt-5n) yields were calculated.
3.4.1.2. 75As(x z'xn?7'-XSe (x-0, 2, 3, 4, 5?
       In Figs. 3-11 - 3-17, the yield curves for '5As(y,rt-xn)'5-XSe (x=-TO, 2, 3, 4, 5) reactions
are shown. The yield measurements at eight bremsstrahlung end-point energies ofE,=50, 68.7,
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325, 400, 475, 600, 850, and 1000 MeV have only been available so far as plotted in these
figures. The range of scattering of the observed data points at E,->-325 MeV is within 10-
2o O/o for 75As(y,tc-xn)75'XSe (x= O, 2, 3) reactions, but as large as 50 O/o for '5As(y,x'4n)7'Se, The
observed yields for '5As(y,rt-5n)'OSe reaction are upper limits for all the studied Eo. The
estimations of the secondary reactions have been performed based on the two yield data at
E,=50 and 68.7 MeV below photopion threshold (-140 MeV) for each reaction of '5As(y,x-
rn)'5-XSe for x=O, 2, 3 (dotted curves in Figs. 3-11a, 3-12a, 3-13a, and 3-15a), though the
number of the measured yields is not still sufliricient. The observed yields at E,=50 and 68.5
Mev for 75As(y,rt-4n)'iSe and '5As(y,r5n)'OSe reactions are upper limits, therefore the
estimations of the secondary reactions are impossible. The estimated contributions from the
secondary reactions to the observed yields of '5Se, '3MSe, and '3gSe, are about 20, 8, and 8 O/o
on the average at E,)-400 MeV, respectively, and they are consistent with those deduced
from the previous systematics by Oura (1995b) [<20 O/o for (y,n-), <15 O/o for (y,x2n) reactions
at Eo lll400 MeV]. The estimated contributions for 75As(y,n-3n)72Se reaction are about --60 O/o
at E,=400 MeV and --100 O/o at E,=1000 MeV, and they are quite higher than the value
expected for (y,x-3n) reaction at Eolll400 MeV (<10 O/o). The additional measurements at 70
;SEo;S 140 are strongly desired for the reliable estimation of the secondary yields. The net
photopion reaction yields are plotted in Figs. 3-11b, 3-12b, 3-13b, and 3-14a for each of
'5•'3M•73g•'3m'gse. The calculated values for '5As(y,rt-)'5Se and '5As(y,zm2n)r'M'gSe reactions by
the PICA code are included in Figs. 3-11b and 3-14a, respectively, and they are almost
consistent with the measured yields at Eo=400 MeV, though at lower E, the comparison is
impossible due to the lack ofthe measured yields.
       The isomeric yield ratios in photonuclear reactions have received occasional
attention in the author's group, because they give knowledge complementary to that for other
quantities regarding the angular momentum transfer involved in nuclear reactions. Special
emphasis has been placed on the dependence of isomeric ratios on Eo and A, [Sarkar et al.
(1991a); Oura (1995b)]. The isomeric yield ratios, Y(BMSe)/Y('3gSe), were calculated for
metastable isomer '3rnSe and ground-state isomer '3gSe, and plotted as a function ofE, in Fig.
3'14b. It has been found that the isomeric yields ratios in photonuclear reactions are
independent of E, and the isomer having spin closer to the target are produced preferentially
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[Sarkar et al. (1991a); Oura (l995b)]. The obtained isomeric yield ratios for '3MSe and '3gSe
seems to increase with an increase of E, as shown by dashed line in Fig. 3-14b, but they are
all the same within 2 6 as expected. The weighted mean value of O.94Å}O.05 (solid line)
indicates the same production probability for '3MSe and 73gSe, and is consistent with the
previous findings.
3. 4. 1.3. 59Co(7/, z-xn?5"'"Ni (x=2, 3?
       In Figs. 3-18 and 3-19, the observed yields for 59Co(y,rt-2n)5'Ni and 59Co(y,r3n)"6Ni
reactions are shown by open circles together with those by Sarkar (199lc) (closed circles) and
by Oura (1995b) (closed triangles and open squares). The open circles and epen squares are
the results from 99.99 O/o Co targets, and closed circles and closed triangles are from 99.9 O/o
Co targets. The yield values obtained in the present work are consistent with those reported by
Oura (1995b), but are smaller by about an order ofmagnitude than those by Sarkar (199lc) at
Eol300 MeV. The yield values at E,=50 and 68.7 MeV obtained in the present work are
smaller by two orders of magnitude or more than the previous ones. It was found [Oura
(1995b)] that these differences resuit from the Ni-impurity in the Co target. The observed
activities of S7Ni and 56Ni from 59Co(y,rt-2n) and 59Co(y,rt-3n) reactions, respectively, are
overestimated by those of the same nuclides produced from natNi(y,xn) reactions of Ni
contained in Co target as impurity. The reaction yields for "atNi(y,xn)5'Ni and "atNi(y,xn)56Ni
reactions are about 12 and 3 mb/eq.q. at E,>100 MeV, respectively, and they are higher by
about three orders of magnitude than the expected photopion reaction yields, --10 pb/eq.q. for
59Co(y,rt-2n)5'Ni and --1 pbleq.q. for 59Co(y,x'3n)56Ni at E,)-400 MeV. In the present work
the contributions from natNi(y,xn)56'5'Ni reactions to the observed activities were estimated
from the Ni foils irradiated simultaneously together with Co targets, and they were >1O O/o for
99.9 O/o Co target (Ni-impurity: --20 ppm), <1 O/o for 99.99 O/o Co target (Ni-impurity: < 3 ppm)
at Eo ll300 MeV. Therefore the yield data from 99.99 O/o Co target (open circles and squares)
at Eo ll;300 MeV are considered to be accurate. The observed yield values at Eo=50 and 68.7
MeV, which are expected to be secondary reactions of59Co(p,3n)5'Ni and 59Co(p,4n)56Ni, may
be also overestimated due to "atNi(y,m) reactions of Ni-impurity. The contributions from
"at Ni(y,xn) reactions to the observed activities at Eo=50 and 68.7 MeV were estimated to be
l17
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100 O/o by the same method described above. At present the plotted yields at Eo==50 and 68.7
MeV are not corrected for "atNi(y,xn) contributions and indicate upper limits for 59Co(p,3n)57Ni
and 59Co(p,4n)56Ni reactions The upper limits for 59Co(y,rc-nn)59-rNi reactions for x=2 and 3
are 9 and O.9 pb/eq.q., respectively, at E,=400 MeV, and these values are quite small
compared with the previous values 50Å}10 ptb/eq.q. for x==2 and 16Å}5 gb/eq.q. for x=3 at the
same Eo by Sarkar (1991c). At present no data point is available below photopion threshold.
Using high-purity Co targets of >99.990/o, the yield measurements at Eo<140 ]tN!leV are
required in order to correct the contribution of secondary reaction.
3. 4. 1. 4. "a"Cu(z z-xn262Zn
       The observed yields for matCu(y,T-)cn)62Zn reaction, which were calculated for the
natural isotopic abundance of Cu, are shown in Fig. 3-20 by open circles, together with the
previous ones by Fujiwara et al. (I985) (ciosed circles). The yields obtained in the present
work are about 50 O/o lower than those by Fujiwara et al. (1985). This discrepancy has not
been clarified yet. The nuclide of 62Zn is produced by two photopion reactions, 63Cu(y,rt'
n)62Zn and 65Cu(y,rt-3n)62Zn, and two secondary reactions, 63Cu(p,2n)62Zn and 65Cu(p,4n)62Zn,
as tabulated in Table 3-2. The correction for the secondary contributions has not been
performed yet due to non-availability of data below pion threshold in the present work.
Therefore the uncorrected observed values are upper limits for the primary yields, and they
are 60 and 30 pb/eq.q. at E,=800 and 400 MeV, respectiveiy. However the rough estimations
ofthe net photopion reaction yields for 63Cu(y,rt-n)62Zn were performed by the following way.
       Since the yields obtained in the present work are accompanied with large errors (20--
50 O/o), the contributions of secondary reactions, which are evaluated to be <10 O/o [Oura
(1995b)], may be ignorable. For the (y,rc3n) yields, the experimental data are available for the
targets of 5iv, 59co, '5As, 89y, and 209Bi in the author's group. Based on these values as a
function of (N/Z), (see Sect. 3.4.3) and also the interpolation ofthe mass yield curves, a good
estimations of the yields for 65Cu(y,rt-3n)62Zn are possible. They are O.12, O.4, and O.45
Pb/eq.q. at E,=25o, 400, and 800 MeV, respectively. Using these estimated yields and the
natural isotopic abundance of Cu, the percentage contributions of 65Cu(y,x'3n)62zn to
"at Cu(y,rt'm)62zn reaction were calculated, and they were <5 O/o at Eol250 MeV. This means
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that the production of62Zn from "atCu are mainly from 63Cu(y,rdn)02Zn reaction. The yields for
63Cu(y,x-n)62Zn reaction are estimated to be about 45Å}20, 32Å}20, and 20Å}6 gb/eq.q. at E"o=800,
400 and 250 MeV, respectively.
       In the present work the measurements of 62Zn were based on the direct counting of
the irradiated Cu plate, and the detection ef the photo peak of 596.7 keV y-ray of b2Zn was
difficult at lower Eo due to the high background of y-spectrum inhered to spallation products.
The yield measurements following the chemical separation ofZn from Cu will be required in
order to obtain yield data with better statistics at E,<140 MeV and to collect the contributions
ofthe secondary reaction.
3. 4. 1. 5. ""tFe(z rdxn?)jCo
       The yield curve for natFe(y,rdxn)55Co reaetion are shown in Fig. 3-21. The apparent
range of scattering ofthe data points is about 30 O/o at E,ll250 MeV, and the yields at E,=50
and 68.5 MeV are upper limits. The observed yields of 5SCo are based on three photopion
reactions, 56Fe(y,rt-n)5'-Co, 5'Fe(y,x-2n)55Co and 58Fe(y,rt-3n)55Co, and four secondary reactions,
5`Fe(p,y)55co, 56Fe(p,2n)5'-Co, 57Fe(p,3n)55Co and 58Fe(p,4n)55Co, as tabulated in Table 3-2.
Since the present yields are accompanied with large errors (30 O/o), the contributions of
secondary reactions, which are evaluated to be <20 O/o [Oura (1995b)], may be ignorable. In
addition the contributions from 5'Fe(y,rt-2n)55Co and 58Fe(y,x'3n)55Co may be negligible
(<1 O/o) due to low isotopic abundances of5'Fe (2.2 O/o) and 58Fe (O.28 O/o) and low reaction
yields estimated from the (NIZ),-dependence for the (y,rt'xn) reactions (see Sect. 3.4.3). Thus
the yields for 56Fe(y,x-n)55Co are evaluated to be 20Å}6 pbleq.q. at E, l-ll400 MeV.
3. 4. 1. 6. ii5In(x z'?ii5nLii5gcd
       The observed yields for ii5In(y,7t')'i5MCd and i'5In(y,rt")'i5gCd reactions are shown by
open circles in Figs. 3-22 and 3-•23, respectively. The yields of ii5MCd at E,)-250 MeV are
almost all upper limits due to low radioactivities, because of its long halfiife (44.6 d) and a
low y-branching (2.0 O/o). The estimations for secondary contributions for ''5In(y,T')'i5ngCd
reactions were performed on the basis of the measured yields below photopion threshold,
following the same method as applied to the (y,rt'xn) reactions. The estimated secondary
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yields are shown by dotted curves. They are comparable with the observed yields at Eo ll; 140
MeV, and so the subtractions were not performed. However the rough estimations of the net
photopion reaction yields for ii5In(y,x')ii5M'gCd were performed by the following way. Using
the observed yield for ''5In(y,rd)i'SgCd reaction (11Å}5, 9Å}4, and 5Å}3 pb/eq.q. at Eo=800, 400,
and 250 MeV, respectively), and the contribution percentage (-10 O/o) of the secondary
reaction (n,p) to the photopion reaction (y,n-) at E,i-l)400 MeV [Oura (1995b)], the net
photopion reaction yields 10Å}5, 8Å}4, and 4Å}3 pbleq.q. at E,=800, 400, and 250 MeV,
respectively, were calculated. Then considering a rough systematics trend of isomer yield
ratios'in photopion reactions [Sarkar et al. (199la)l Oura (1995b)], the 1I/2- state ('i"MCd) is
more preferably populated compared with the 1/2+ state (ii5gCd) from 9/2+ state of ii5In in the
(y,rt') process, suggesting that the isomeric yield ratio ofmetastable isomer i'5rnCd to ground•-
state isomer ii5gCd is 1.5. This would result the yield of ii5In(y,rd)i'5M'gCd to be about 25Å}10,
20Å}10, and 6Å}6 pbleq.q at E,==800, 400, and 250 MeV, respectively, and those are in good
agreement with the A,-independent feature ofthe (y, rd) reaction (see Sect. 3.4.3).
3. 4. 1. 7. iopAg(x zt?i09Pd
       Figure 3-24 shows the yield curve for iopAg(y,rd)iC9Pd reaction. The yields scatter by
a factor of about 2 at the studied Eo. The estimated secondaiy yields for iopAg(n,p)i09Pd
reaction are shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 3-24, and they are comparable with the
observed values at E, ->-- 140 MeV. At present the correction for the secondary contribution is
not performed yet. The upper limits of50, 32, and 20 pb/eq.q. at Eo=800, 400, and 250 MeV,
respectively, are higher than the A,-independent value for the (y,x') reaction by assuming the
secondary contribution of<20 O/o [Oura (l995b)].
3. 4. 1. 8. 75As(x n'? '5Ge
       Preliminary results for 75As(y,z')'5Ge reaction are shown in Fig. 3-25. The yield
Measurements at five bremsstrahlung end-point energies ofEo=50, 68.7, 325, 475, and 1000
MeV have only been available so far. The upper limits are 50 and 40 ptb/eq.q. at E,=800 and
400 MeV, respectively. They are higher by a factor of about 2 than those from the previous
SYStematics [Oura (1995b)] by assuming that the contributien of the secondary reaction is
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<20 O/o at E, l-lr400MeV.
3.4.2. Mass yield curves
       Mass yield features for i'5In(y,rt-)cn)'i5-XSn, i09Ag(y,rc-.vn)i09;rcd, 75As(y,rt-xn)'5-xse,
and S9Co(y,n-xn)59-rNi reactions are shown in Figs. 3-26, 3-27, 3-28, and 3-29, respectively.
Here the net photopion reaction yields are plotted as a function of the emitted neutrons (x) at
E,=800 (open squares), 400 (open circles), and 250 (open triangles) MeV, together with the
results of the PICA code at E,==400 (closed circles) and 250 (closed triangles) MeV.
Considering the (N/Z),-dependence for photopion reaction yields (see Sect. 3.4.3), the open
symbols are connected with solid, dashed, and dotted curves by eye guide, for each Eo of800,
400, and 250 MeV, respectively.
       The figure 3-26 shows the mass yield curves for i'5In(y,x-Juri)ii5-XSn. The results at
E,= 800 and 400 MeV (solid and dashed curves) are very close to each other, and for E,=250
MeV is smaller by factors of 2-3 than those for Eo=800 and 400 MeV in a range of x=O-5.
The product yields of'i5In(y,z'xn)''5'XSn increase with an increase ofx from x:-r-O to the highest
value at x=2, and then decrease with an increase ofx. The calculated yields by the PICA code
are also shown by closed circles for x=O-7 at E,=400 MeV, and by closed triangles for x:-rO-6
 at Eo=250 MeV. The calculated values show an even-odd effecti higher for the even mass
 (odd x) products than for the odd mass (even x) products. Though the even-odd variations are
 not very clear in the experimental results, it seems that the PICA calculation reproduces the
 mass yield shapes fairly well. The PICA results for x=2 are consistent within the errors with
 the measured ones at Eo==250 and 400 MeV, however, are higher by factors of 1.8 for x= 4 and
 2.6 for x:-r-5 at E,=400 MeV, and 2.8 for x=4 and 6.0 forx=5 at E,=250 MeV.
        In Fig. 3-27 the net yields for 'opAg(y,rt-xn)i09-XCd for x=2, 4, and 5 at E,=250, 400,
 and 800 MeV are shown as a function ofx together with the calculated values by the PICA
 code for x=O-6 at E,=400 MeV, and for x=-rO-5 at E,==250 MeV. The plotted data are
 accompanied with the larger errors of20-50 O/o. The experimental and the PICA values show
 the same trend as shown for ''5In(y,rt-)cn)'i5'XSn, though the even-odd effect ofthe PICA yields
 is not clear in this case. The calculated yield values for x=2 at E,=400 and 250 MeV are
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)c=5 at Eo=400 MeV, and 2.6 for x=4 and 1.2 for x=-,5 at E,=250 MeV.
       The figure 3-28 shows the mass yield curves for 75As(y,x-xn)'5-XSe reaction. The data
points at Eo=250 MeV are upper limits due to non-availability of measured values in a range
ofE,==100-300 MeV. The net yields for 75As(y,rt-)cn)75-XSe (x:-.3, 4) reactions were obtained by
assuming the secondary contributions of6 O/o for x==3 and 10 O/o for x=4, which were deduced
from the previous systematics [Oura (1995b)]. For '5As(y,rt-5n)'OSe, the yields are all below
the present detection limits. The product yields increase with an increase ofx from x=O to the
highest value at )c=1, and then decrease with an increase ofx. The PICA results for x=O and 2
are almost consistent with the measured ones, though those for x=3 and 4 are higher by a
factor of about 2 at Eo=400 MeV.
       The figure 3-29 shows the mass yield curves for 59Co(y,rt')cn)5"-XNi. The yields at
Eo=250 MeV are upper limits. The net yields for )c=3 and 4 were obtained by assuming the
secondary contributions of7 O/o for r-2 and 6 O/o for )c=3 [Oura (1995b)]. The experimental
yields at Eo==400 MeV are smaller by an order of magnitude than the PICA results (closed
symbols). The product yields of 59Co(y,z')cn)59-'XNi decrease by about three orders of
magnitude with an increase ofx from O to 3, though those by PICA increase with an increase
ofx from x=O and attain to the highest value at x=1, and then the product yields decrease
steeply with an increase ofx.
       In Fig. 3-30, the mass yield curves for i"'In, iopAg, '5As, and 59Co are compared with
those for 5'V [Sakarnoto et al. (1989)], 89Y [Kunugise (1989)], i2'I [Oura et al. (1995a)], i33Cs
[Sakamoto et al. (1990)], i39La [Sarkar (1991c)], i'5Lu [Kunugise (1989)], i9'Au [Fukasawa
(1988)], and 2opBi [Kawai (1998)]. The yield measurements of 89Y(y,rt-xn)89'XZr for x=4, s, in
addition to )c==l-3 reported by Kunugise (1989), which are now being measured in the
author's group are also plotted and involved in the present discussion. The attached errors are
the range of scattering in the yield curves, and the curves are eye guide based on the (N/Z),-•
dependence for photopion reactions (see Sect. 3.4.3). Due to the nature of nuclear stability,
Most ofthe (y,tc-n) products are stable or long-lived and most ofthe (y,z-9n) products are too
Short-lived for radiochemical assays. The latter is the case for all the products from the (y,x-
8n) reactions studied. The mass yields at Eo=400 and 800 MeV are almost the same and
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400 (and 800) MeV increases with an increase ofA. and it becomes more prominent at larger
x in the A, region from 127 to 209. An important feature ofthe isotopic mass yield curves is
that the reactions of high neutron multiplicities become progressively more possible as A,
increases, and the reaction probabilities for r--2-7 (and even more) at Eol400 MeV are
nearly comparable for a heavy target such as ''5Lu, i97Au or 209Bi, though not at E,=250 MeV.
On the other hand, reactions with such high neutron multiplicities are not possible for the
lighter targets (A,;!I$ 100). For the region oftargets having A,=51-115, as shown in the upper
halfofFig. 3-30, the difference between the 250 MeV and the 400 (and 800) MeV yields is
more ' prominent at x=1-3. The neutron multiplicity reflects primarily the excitation energy
left after pion emission, while the energy spectrum of neutrons is to be known. Also
noteworthy is that the yields for (y,z-) reactions are almost the same for all of the studied
targets at E,---800, 400 and 250 MeV.
3.4.3. Target dependence
3. 4. 3. 1. (x n'? yields
       The yields for 'SAs(y,x-)'5Se, 'i5In(y,rt')ii5Cd, i09Ag(y,rt')i09Pd, and '5As(y,x')'5Ge
reactions at E,==800, 400, and 250 MeV obtained in the present work are shown as a function
ofA, in Fig. 3-31, together with the previous ones by the author's group and the available
literature values. The error bars associated with the symbols are the range of scattering in the
yield curves. Open squares represent the yields for the (y,x') reactions on 9Be [Nilsson et al.
(1980)], 27Al [Blomqvist et aL (1971, 1977); Noga et al. (1972); Masaike (1964)], 3'Cl, `'K
[Blomqvist et al. (1971)], 5iV [Blomqvist et aL (1977)], 59Co, 65Cu [Blomqvist et al. (1971)],
'5 As, 87Rb, 88sr [Blomqvist et al. (1971)], iopAg, 'i5In, '33Cs, i38Ba [Blomqvist et al. (1971)],
i39 La and i8'Ta, as indicated on the lower horizontal axis of Fig 3-31b. Yield data from
literature sources, except for 9Be, were complemented by the author's group over the relevant
Eo range. The yield values for the (y,rt') reactions are plotted as closed circles. All of the
targets for (y,rt-) reactions are indicated on the upper horizontal axis ofFig. 3-3lb. Literature
data were used for 'Li [Noga et al. (1971); Bosted et aL (1979)], iiB [Noga et al. (1972);
Blomqvist et aL (lg71); Hughes and March (1958)], '2C [Bosted et al. (1979); Epaneshnikov
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walker (1960)] and i97Au [Blomqvist et al. (1978)]. The large symbols show the yield values
obtained by the author's group and the small ones the literature vaiues. The values for the i`O,
'5 Ge and '09Pd yields from i`N, '5As and '09Ag, respectively, are upper limits, indicating that
no corrections for the secondaries (about 10 O/o or less for the latter two) were perforrned.
Solid lines are the weighted means ofthe measured values discussed below. Dotted lines are
the weighted means ofthe values calculated by the PICA code [Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969);
Gabriel et al. (1971)] for the mentioned reactions. The calcuiational model employed is only
applicable to the reactions over the energy range ofE,=30400 MeV and over the target range
ofA,ll; 12 [Gabriel and Alsmiller (1969); Gabriel et al. (1971)], so calculation at E,=800 MeV
is not possible.
       As mentioned in Introduction, it has been found that the (y,rt-) yields are A,-
independent except for light targets, irrespectively ofE,. The yields for the (y,rt-) reactions on
lighter targets such as 7Li [Noga et al. (1971); Bosted et al. (1979)], 'iB [Noga et aL (1972),
Blomqvist et aL (1971); Hughes and iMarch (1958)], i2C [Bosted et al. (1979); Epaneshnikov
et al. (1974)], '`N [DeCarlo et al. (1980)] are anomalously small compared with those for the
heavier targets. The low values are explained as due to small numbers ofparticle stable states
(two in 'Be, ten in iiC, one in'N and '`O) [Oura et aL (1994)]. On the other hand, many
bound states leading to (y,z-) reactions exist for the heavy nuclei. This manifests the A,-
independence in the heavy target region; the weighted means of the yield values of the (y,z-)
reactions on targets having A,lll44 are 91Å}6, 78Å}6, and 51Å}5 pb/eq.q. for E,=800, 400 and
250 MeV, respectively (horizontal solid lines in Fig. 3-31). It is noted that the present results
for '5As(y,rt-)'SSe reactions, 88Å}10, 70Å}10, and <60 ptb/eq.q. at E,=800, 400, and 250 MeV,
respectively, are consistent with these weighted means. The PICA calculations for the
Corresponding reactions on these heavy targets at Eo=400 MeV are smaller than the measured
values by 35 O/o on average, though the calculations also indicateA,-independence. The same
trend holds at E,=250 MeV.
       The (y,rt') reaction yields are also A,--independent for A,i-ll:27, and their weighted
Means are 18Å}2, 14Å}2, and 7 3Å}1.1 ptbleq.q. for Eo=800, 400 and 250 MeV, respectively. The
Present results for ii5In, '09Ag, and '5As are not unreasonable compared with the weighted
Mean values. The PICA calculation for (y,x') reactions in the heavy target region also
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reproduces the A,-independence, but the average values obtained from the calculations are two
times those of the measurements. Thus, the measured yields in the A,-independent region at
E,=400 and 800 MeV give a yield ratio of Y(y,rt')/Y(y,rt')= 5.6Å}1.0, while the corresponding
PICA value at Eo=400 MeV is 1.8Å}O.3, confirming the previous findings discussed above. At
E,=250 MeV, the experimental Y(y,r)/Y(y,rd) ratio is 7.0Å}1,3 and the calculated one is
2.2Å}O.3, both of which are somewhat larger than the corresponding ones at Eo==400 MeV,
though almost within the error limits. It is noted, however, that the excitation curve, o(k),
obtained from unfolding of the yield curve, peaks around photon energy k=200 MeV for the
(y,x-) reaction and almost vanishes above 300 MeV. The o(k) curve for the (y,rt') reaction
peaks around k=230 MeV and levels off to vanishing values above 350 MeV [Sakamoto et al.
(1989, 1990)]. Because of this difference, the experimental yield values for the (y,rd)
reactions around E,=250 MeV increase more rapidly with an increase ofEo compared with the
corresponding ones for the (y,x-) reactions. The yield ratio also tends to be higher compared
to those at higher E,. It is noted that the PICA calculations produce the same peak energies for
the excitation curves for both (y,xr) reactions.
       The high-observed yield ratios compared with the calculated ones may imply new
nuclear structure effects that are not taken into consideration in the theoretical foundation of
the PICA code. The nuclear model used in the theoretical calculations is exactly the same as
the one used in the Bertini calculations [Bertini (1963)]. The continuous charge density
distribution inside the nucleus, io(r)==pY{1+exp[(r-c)/z,]}, c and z, being the relevant
parameters, obtained by electron scattering data [Hofstadter (1956)], was approximated by
dividing the nucleus into three concentric spheres: a central sphere and two surrounding
spherical annuli having the uniform densities ofO.9, O.2, and O.Ol ofp(O) at the center ofthe
nucleus. The neutron to proton density ratios were assumed to be equal to the ratio of
neutrons to protons for the entire nucleus. Cross sections for the photoabsorption by a nucleon
in the (3,3) resonance region were taken from those for elementary processes for free
nucleon-photon interactions, by assuming o(y + p - n + x')= o(y + n -> p + rt-) from
charge-symmetry considerations. And the intranuclear cascade calculation of Bertini (1963)
was then used to account for the secondary effect of nucleon- and pion-interactions with the
remaining nucleus following the initial photon interaction. Pion absorption is assumed to
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occur via a two-nucleon mechanism with a cross section for the absorption of a charged pion
by a nucleon with isobaric spin projection of the opposite sign (i.e., a pair of nucleons must
contain at least one proton to absorb a negative pion and at least one neutron to absorb a
positive pion).
       The higher yields of the (y,rt-) reactions and the lower ones of the (y,rt') reactions
relative to those expected from the PICA calculation could possibly be understood if the
neutron density in nuclear surface region is higher than the inner density of the nucleus. An
initial production of negative pions by way ofy + n . AO - p + x' would be more
probable than those of positive pions by way ofy+ p - A+ - n+ z' , and the secondary
absorption of negative pions by way of rt' + pp or rt- + pn would be less than those for
positive pions by way of rd + np or rd + nn in the neutron-rich surface region.
       These processes which lead to (y,z-) and (y,x+) reactions are, therefore, considered
here to occur in the surface region ofthe nucleus, but experimental observations seem to show
that the cross sections are not proportional to A,)"3 but A,-independent. This A,-independence
may be explained as due to a compensation for the increase in pion production with
increasing nuclear size (surface) by the competitive increase of neutron emissivity associated
with pion emission (see Sect. 3.4.3.2). The available final transitions are, therefore, limited to
a certain number of levels below the particle separation energy which is set equal to 7 MeV in
PICA. While the number ofthe bound states and the strength oftransitions to these states are
unknown, they must be statistically significant, as the A,-independence from the PICA
calculation also suggests. There has been no evidence for the density difference between
protons and neutrons in the stable nucleus. Further study of structural changes in nuclei closer
to the stability line is required; the present work suggests photonuclear processes may cause
such effects.
3. 4. 3. 2. (x n-xn? yields
       Oura (1995b) developed the systematics of the (y,n-xn) reaction yields for xll:O in
terrns of target mass number A, and number of emitted neutrons, x. In the present work, the
additional yields for 56Fe(y,rdn)55Co, 63Cu(y,rc-n)62Zn, '5As(y,x-.vn)'5-"Se (x=O, 2, 3, 4, 5),
'09 Ag(y,rt-xn)i09'xcd (x==2, 4, s), and ii5In(y,z-rm)ir5-XSn (x=-r2, 4, 5) reactions are obtained, and
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they are compared with the previous systematics The preliminary results for S9Y(y,rt-n)89rVZr
reactions for x==4 and 5 are also involved in the present discussion.
       For the (y,7t-n) reaction, the yield values on 56Fe and 63Cu targets were obtained in the
present work. The yield values for S6Fe(y,rc-n)"5Co reaction, 20Å}5 gb/eq.q at Eoll:400 MeV,
are lower by factors of2--3 than the estimated yield from the A,-dependence by Oura (1995b).
Also those for 63Cu(y,n'n)62Zn, 45Å}20, 32Å}20, and 20Å}6 ptbleq.q. at E,=800, 400 and 250
MeV, respectively, are more than 30 O/o smaller. For x=2, the present results for 75As(y,x'
2n)'3se, '09Ag(y,r2n)i07Cd and i'5In(y,rt-2n)i'3Sn reactions are consistent with the previous A,-
dependent curve within the errors, though those for '-9Co(y,rt-2n)57Ni, 10Å}3, 5.8Å}2.0, and <6
pb/eq.q., at E,=800, 400, and 250 MeV, respectively, are quite smaller by about an order of
magnitude. For x=3, the yields for '5As and "9Co targets are available in the present work at
A,<127. The results for '5As, 51Å}5, 43Å}5, and <40 ptb/eq.q., at E,=800, 400, and 250 MeV,
respectively, are siightly smaller, and those for 59Co, O.8Å}O.2, O.6Å}O.2, and <O.6 pb/eq q. at
E,=800, 400, and 250 MeV, respectively, are smaller by about an order of magnitude than the
previous systematics. These anomalous yields of 59Co(y,x'2n)'-'Ni and 59Co(y,rt'3n)5eNi were
previously suggested by Oura [1995b]. For x==4, the obtained yields for ''5In(y,rc-4n)ii'Sn are
consistent within errors with the previous A,-dependence, though those for 'opAg and 75As are
slightly smaller. The preliminary results for 89Y(y,n'4n)85Zr reaction, 18Å}10, 13Å}7, and 4Å}3
pb/eq.q., at Eo=800, 400, and 250 MeV, are smaller by factors of 2-3. The results for ''5In,
 i09Ag, 89Y, and '5As targets are available for x=5. The yields for 'i5In are consistent with the
previous systematics within the associated errors, but those for iopAg(y,rt-5n)iooCd reaction are
>50 O/o smaller. The preliminary ones for 89Y(y,rt-5n)8`Zr reaction, which are upper limits of
 O.5 ptb/eq.q. at E,)250 MeV, are smaller by about an order of magnitude than the yield
 deduced from the previous A,-dependence, though the upper limits for '5As(y,z-5n)70Se, 1
 pb/eq.q. at E,==400 MeV and 1.2 pb/eq.q. at E,=800 MeV, hold the previousA,-dependence.
        In general the (y,rt-)cn) reaction yields for x;-il: 1 obtained in the present work are small
 compared with those deduced from the previousA,-dependence [Oura (1995b)]. The yields for
 59Co(y,x'xn)59-"Ni reactions for r-2 and 3 are quite smaller by an order of magnitude or more,
 and they are also smaller than the corresponding ones for 5'V. This result is not consistent
 with the previous finding; the (y,rt-xn) reaction yields ofxil: 1 are smooth functions ofA, and
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they increase steeply and smoothly with an increase ofA,. The nuclides of59Co (7V=32, Z=27)
is deviated by one unit from B-stability line (N=33, Z=27), which is calculated by the mass
formula given by Mayers and Swiatecki (1966), to neutron-deficient site in Z-N plane of
Segre chart (1977) due to the magic numbers, N=28 and Z=28. 0n the contrary, 5iV (N=28,
Z=23) is deviated by one unit from B-stability line (N= 27, Z=27) to neutron-rich site due to
the magic number, N==28. Such reactions as (y,z'xn) for x)- 1, which are accompanied with r
and neutron emissions, might be more suppressed for neutron deficient targets than neutron
rich ones.
    ' The (y,rt-xn) reaction yields obtained may be related to the number of neutrons in the
target, N. because ofthe primary process, y + n - AO . p + rt-, as described above. The N,
value for 5'V is smaller than that of 59Co, so the anomaly at A,=51 and 59 can not be resolved.
       A photon should be absorbed by a single proton or a neutron inside the nucleus
through (3,3) resonancei y + p or y + n. The (y,z-xn) reaction yields may be related to numbers
ofboth neutrons and protons in the target. In Figs. 3-32 and 3-33 the (y,rt-Jcn) reaction yields
for x=O--9 at E,=400 and 250 MeV are shown as a function of the ratio of the number of
neutrons to the number of protons in the target, (N/Z),. The solid curves are drawn by eye
guide on the basis of mass yield curves described in Sect. 3.4.2. The value of (N/Z),=1.185 for
59Co is smaller than the value of (N/Z)il.185 for 5'V. Therefore the data points for 59Co and
5i V are connected by the increasing smooth curves for )c=2 and 3. The yield values seem to
vary systematically with respect to (NIZ), and x. The observed values for the individual
reactions begin at a certain (N/Z). increase rapidly with an increase of (N/Z). and reach a
plateau at E,=400 MeV (Fig. 3-32). At E,=250 MeV (Fig. 3-33), the increase in the reaction
yields for xil;4 slows and does not reach a clear plateau. The features at E,=250 MeV are a
reflection of the excitation functions for these reactions; the threshold and peak energies of
the excitation functions increase almost exponentially with an increase ofx, the reactions for x
=<=4 have peaks at photon energies of kS250 MeV, and cross sections for the (y,rt-9n)
reaction nearly vanish above kl400 MeV [Sakamoto et aL (1989, 1990)].
       AJso plotted in Figs. 3-32 and 3-33 by open circles are the yield values calculated for
Eo==400 and 250 MeV (open circles) by the PICA code. The PICA calculations approximate
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curves are well reproduced, with some exceptions at (iV/Z), ==1.18 (59Co), 1,32 (i09Ag), and
1.35 (''5In), whereas the plateau values are largely discrepant. The PICA results underestimate
by 35 O/o the (y,x-) yields as noted above, but increasingly overestimate by factors of l.5-2.0
the (y,rt-rm) reaction yields for xlll3. The deviation increases with an increase ofx. The
calculations for light targets such as 'Li, i'B, i2C, '`N and 27Al, for which observed values for
either the (y,x-) or (y,x') reactions are available, show small yields for reactions with x=1-2,
and show large deviations from the smooth trends ofthe yields for the heavier targets.
       The sums ofthe (y,rt-Jtrn) yields at E,=400 and 250 MeV are shown in Figs. 3-34a and
3-34b, respectively. In the figures, the sums ofthe measured yields ofthe reactions ofx==O to
                                         x1, 2, -- -, 9 and the maximum possible x (max), ZY, (N/Z), , are shown as solid lines. The
                                        l=O
                                                     maxtwo dotted curves indicate the range ofvalues for the total yield, 2 Y, (N/Z), , as calculated
                                                     l=O
by PICA. The total ofthe measured yields increases sigmoidally with an increase of(N/Z),; a
close inspection reveals that the total yield curve consists of two sigmoids, one from
(N/Z)il.O1 to 1.35 and the other from (7VIZ),=1.35 to 1.55. The second steep sigmoid is the
reflection ofthe rapid increase in the (y,z-xn) yields forx)-5 for targets with (NIZ),)- 1.35. At
E,=250 MeV, there are no significant contributions from reactions with xl8 to the total yield,
and the existence of two sigmoids is not very clear due to the reasons described above for the
excitation functions.
       The fact that the variations in the observed reaction yields are well parameterized
with (N/Z). but not with A, or N. suggesting that photopion reactions are initiated by
competitive photoabsorptions by neutrons and protons in the entire nucleus (y + p - A' -
n+ rt' , y+ p - A' -> p+ xO, y+ n --> AO -• p+ x- , and y +n --> AO -. n + rtO). Al so,
the rapid but sigmoidal increase of the total (final) yields with increasing (NIZ), does not
appear to conflict with the nuclear model of neutron-rich surface proposed earlier. The richer
the concentration of neutrons in the outer region of the nuclei, the smaller the amount of
negative-pion reabsorption through x- + pp or n- + pn, and also the more probable the
occurrence of multiple-neutron-emission. For (y,x')cn) reactions with xl-l: 1, pions may carry
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Fig. 3-34. Sum ofthe (y,z'xn) yields as a function of (N/Z), at (a) E, =400MeV
and (b) Eo==250MeV. Dotted curves show the range ofthe total yields obtained






cascade process and the evaporation process from the excited cascade residue The latter
would be dominant in (y,x-xn) reactions oflarge x which are possible in target nuclei oflarger
(N/Z),. The energies of the emitted particles may be too low to be detected by current
spectrometers, and this target-dependence difference from particle measurements could be
explained by differences noted in the radiochemical observations.
       In order to characterize the features of the yields vs. (N/Z), more quantitatively, the
"target thresholds'', (N/Z),h, and the values at the plateau at E,=400 MeV are plotted as a
function ofx in Figs. 3-35a and 3-35b, respectively. The ''target threshold" is defined here as
that (N/Z), for which each (y,rt-xn) reaction starts to occur with a certain probability, say l
p/eq.q It is shown to increase linearly with an increase ofx from O to 5 This linear section
can be described by (N/Z),,=1.040+O.050x at E,=400 MeV and also at E,=800 MeV. At
E,==250 MeV, (N/Z),,=1.100+O.046x Also plotted in Fig. 3-35a are the (N/Z),, forthe yields at
5, 10, 50, 100, 150, 250 and 300 pbleq.q. A group ofthe linear arrays is shown to exist over
shorter ranges ofx. These relationships can be used to predict the unmeasured yields ofthose
reactions. Some deviations from a linear relationship occur at x>5 for the 1 pb/eq.q. threshold
and also for the thresholds of the larger yields, suggesting that there may be some change in
the reaction process in the heavy target region of (N/Z), corresponding to (N/Z)thl1.3-1.4,
where reactions involving high neutron multiplicities can occur. The maximum yields
decrease very slowly with an increase ofx from 300 pb/eq.q at c=3 to 100 pb/eq.q. at x=9
(Fig. 3-35b). Also shown in Fig. 3-35b are the results ofthe PICA calculations (closed circles).
The fact that the PICA code underestimates the (y,rt-) yield by 35 O/o and overestimates the
 (y,z-xn) yields for xll3 by a factor of about 2, as noted above, is clearly demonstrated. Also
 the PICA yields show a zigzag pattern due to an even-odd effect [Sakamoto et al. (1990)]
 The overestimations for the plateau values for xl-l3 by the PICA code are due to higher cross
 sections (lower transparencies) for emission of negative pions and neutrons than are required.
 In the study ofphoto--spallation ofthe type such as (y,xnyp) over a wide range oftarget nuclei
 [Sarkar et al. (1993)] similar to the present work, the PICA calculations were found to
 overestimate the spallation yields oflarge (x+y) especially for heavier targets.
        The existence ofplateaus in the yields for (y,rt-xn) reactions ofindividual x might be
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Fig. 3--35. (a) Variations in the "threshold (NIZ)
and 300 ptb/eq.q.
(b) Plateau yields ofthe individual (y,rtxn) reactions for different x as a function of
              Number of emitted neutrons, x
                     th" forthe yields of 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150,
as a function ofx at Eo==400 MeV (see text for definition of (N/Z)th).
                                                   x.
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250,
nuclear size. Unfortunately, radiochemical methods can not distinguish the (y,rt'xu) yields
from the more dominant (y,p.v'n) yields for x=xLl lll: 1 because the product nuclides from both
reactions are the same.
       All of the facts point to changes in the "target thresholds" (N/Z),h and the maximum
yields at (N/Z),=1.30-1.40, corresponding to A,=100-130, above which the occurrence for
(y,z-.vn) reactions ofxl-ll:5 become pronounced. This fact together with the variations of the
yield values and the mean kinetic energy T in spallation (see Chap. 1) implies higher
excitation energies due to pronounced nuclear medium effects giving rise to more excessive
excitation as compared with medium-heavy targets (A,-<- 100).
       The fore-mentioned yield ratio of Y(y,rt-)IY(y,rd) also hold the (N/Z),-dependence. In
the present study the (y,rt-xn) reaction yields were also examined in terms ofthe ratio of the
number of neutrons in the target to the target mass number, (NIA). in addition to (N/Z),. The
(N/A), is also good parameter for the systematization of the (y,rt')cn) reaction. A more
advanced theoretical model concordant with the present findings needs to be developed in
order to better quantify the results.
reactions having equal x were also found to be a smoothly varying function ofthe neutron-to-
proton ratio of the target, (N/Z),, not of the target mass, A. or number of target neutrons, N,.
This implies that the reactions are initiated via competitive photoabsorptions by neutrons and
protons in the target nucleus. The smooth variation ofthe profile changes its characteristics at
(N/Z),=1.30-1.40, corresponding to A,= 100-130; this fact together with the variations of the
yield values and the mean kinetic energy Tin spallation implies higher excitation energies due
to progressively larger medium effects in nuclei with A,>1OO.
       The photon induced cascade-evaporation calculations using the PICA code were
performed and compared with the present results. The high observed yield ratios of
Y(y,rt-)/Y(y,x') compared with the calculated ones imply new nuclear structure effects that are
not taken into consideration in the theoretical foundation of the PICA code. The calculated
values for the (y,xmxn) reactions also show a smooth function of (N/Z), and approximate the
observed profiles as a whole, but increasingly overestimate by factors of 1.5-2.0 forx)-3.
3.5. Summary
       Photopion reaction yields for "atFe(y,rt-xn)55Co, 59Co(y,rt-xn)59-rNi (x=2, 3), "atCu(y,rt-
rn)62Zn. 75As(y,n-xn)""Se (x=O, 2, 3, 4, 5), '5As(y,x')'5Ge, "atAg(y,x'xn)ioo'i05'i07Cd,
'09 Ag(y,tc')i09pd, natln(y,z-xn)iop•'iO•ii'•'i3Sn, and 'i5In(y,n+)'i5Mii5gCd reactions at E,=50-1200
MeV have been presented.
       Yield variations as a function ofthe number ofthe emitted neutrons (x) for 59Co, '5As,
i09 Ag, and 'i5In were compared with those for the other targets studied in the author's group.
The yield variations at E,l-l-:400 MeV were found to be typical of (3,3) resonance. The
reactions for neutron multiplicities as large as xll:6 are notable for targets of mass A,l-l) 100,
while only the reactions for smaller x are measurable for the lighter targets.
       The measured yields for the (y,x') are consistent with the previous A,-dependence.
On the other hand, the (y,x'xn) reaction yields for xl-lt 1 are small in general compared with
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A. ChemicaR separations of rare earth elements as a group
       The chemical separations of rare earth elements as a group from the Au target and
the Mylar catchers were illustrated in Fig. Al. Irradiated Au of about 5 g was dissolved with
20 ml of aqua regia with 1 ml of neodymium carrier solution of 20 mg/ml and a fevv' drops of
hafnium carrier solution of 10 mg/ml. The REE fluoride was precipitated with 2 ml ofc. H]F
and washed with 15 ml of aqua regia. This fluoride was dissolved with 5 ml of sat. H3B03 and
3 ml ofc. HCI. The REE hydroxide was precipitated with excess aq. NH, and dissolved with
10 ml of IM HCI. The RJEE oxalate was precipitated with 2 ml of sat. H2C204 and subjected
to y-spectrometry. On the other hand about 1 g of the Mylar catchers was dissolved with 20
ml of fum. HNO, with the neodymium and hafnium carriers. The REE fluoride was
precipitated with 2 ml of c. H]F, and washed with fum. HNO,. The RJEE fluoride was
converted to REE oxalate in the same way as Au target, and subjected to y-spectrometry. The
time required for these separations were about 30 min. The chemical yields were determined








































































































































































B. Tables of the observed recoil properties and the reaction yields
      The 17PY and Bn/ values in unit of ptg/cm2 and the forward-to-backward ratios, E'B,
are given in Tables B1-B7 for 27Al, ""tV, "atCu, 93Nb, "atAg, "atTa, and i97Au, respectively. The
reaction yields in unit of pb per equivalent quanta (pb/eq.q.) are also given in the last column
ofthe table except for 2`Na from 2'Al (Table Bl).
.,gglligl2y!!9-ll Il21iLR!l9Rg\!ISIE-! F/BTable Bl. The recoil ro erties of24Na from 27' Al











































 9 82.3 Å} 5.0
 7 81.9 Å} 62
 6 8L6 Å} 3.7
 6 70.7 Å} 2.8
 8 758 Å} 4.2
 8 75.8 Å} 4.7
 6 79.5 Å} 3.4
12 92 Å} 16
13 75.7 Å} 52
20 74 Å} 11
11 69.5 Å} 14,3

















Table B2-1. Recoil nies and reaction yields of ng
-IYIww;S;I:\21LRI9Rgl!i9E-911Il;i\9E\9!}7129EE-9S-Ui9!!i-M`:7r:=.77rrrrV from natv










19.3 Å} 1.4 4.22 Å} O.36
18.1 Å} 3.3 3.83 Å} O.77







Table B2-2. Recoil ro rtiesandreaction 'elds of agSc from natv.
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Table B2-3. Recoil rties and reaction yields of 47
."i!!S!\I!LSill:wwl\Ei92911S,!;\IE\9-lE2Eii9L-SI,Li2EEi-Xk,,,,,-Fr:T::-:-Sc from natv







Å} 2.7 482 Å} 1.7 1.97 Å} O.09
Å} 4 49.7 Å} 19 2.02 Å} O.09







-"s!pl\\!Å}-!:glLR\9RIii924I:},!l9wwEiStW=fl;fY`L`i-:iGT:T7F:T7:-:rTab;e B2-4. Recoil rties and reaction yields of 46 Sc from matv
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C. Figures of the observed recoil properties and the reaction yields
      The observed mean ranges, FPV and BnZ, and the forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, of
14, 24, 26, 31, 21 and 20 nuclides produced from natv, "atcu, 93Nb,"atAg, "atTa, and i97Au,
respectively, are shown as a function of the bremsstrahlung end-point energies (Eo) in Figs.
C1-C6. The weighed mean values at E, i-l)600 MeV for Frv and BPV are indicated by solid and
dashed lines, respectively. The reaction yields in unit of pb per equivalent quanta (ptb/eq.q.)
are shown by open circles, together with those reported by Sarkar et al. (1991a) for natV and
i9' Au and by Shibata et al. (1987) for "atCu. The arrow on the Eo axis indicates the e value
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D. Results of the two-step vector analysis
       The average values of the observed mean ranges, Fni and BM?r, based on the
measurements at 3 Eo above 600 MeV for "atV, 8 E, for natCu, 3 E, for 93Nb, 6 E, for natAg, 6 E,
for "atTa, and 8 E, for '97Au, are given in unit ofpg/cm2 ofeach target metal in the 4th and 5th
columns ofTables D1-D6. The average forward-to-backward ratios, F/B, above 600 MeV are
given in the 6th column. The parameters C and N, which were calculated by the TRIM95
(TRansport of Ions in Matter, 1995) code [Ziegler et al. (1985); Firestone (1996)], are given
in the 7th and 8th columns. The results of the two step vector analysis, the mean range Ro in
           iunit of mg/cm" of each target metal, the kinetic energy in the second step T in unit of MeV,
the forward velocity after the first step v in unit of (MeV/nucl.)ii2, and the average' kingtic
energy of the emitted particles E, (=T/(AA/A,)) in unit ofMeV are also given in the 9th, 10th,
11th, and 12th columns, respectively. The R,, T, and v values of 2`Na produced by
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Table D7. The recoil properties of24Na from 27Al.














































































































































E. Chemical separation procedures for the photofission products from i97Au
      The chemical separation procedures for (i) K, Ni, Ga, Zr, and Ag, (ii) As, Y, Mo, and
Ba, and (iii) Fe, Zn, Rb, Sr, and Nb from i9'Au are illustrated in Figs. El-1 -El-3 The
chemical yields and the times required for each separation are given in Table E1 together with
their gravimetrical forms.
      The chemical separation procedures for Sc and Ba from Mylar are illustrated in Figs.
El-4 and El-5, respectively. The chemical yields were determined gravimetrically, and they
were about 50 O/o for Sc and about 70 O/o for Ba.
Table El. Chemical vields for the sam les se arated from Au.
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         c. HNO
              3
Ppt. fi1.
TBP (aq.: org.= 2: 1)
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toluene ('IBP :toluene= 1:3)
H20 (aq.: org.=1:3)
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tr xylerte (aq. : org.=2 : 1)
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IMy!y!gla!r
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"1: anion exchango column
   Dowex IX8, Cl' form,
   5cm x O.9cm i.d.
1OO-200mesh
    ppt.
     I









                      `.-- c. HCI (pH4)
                      <t-- Na2s04
rptpt-pt--pt1
fi1.
El-5. Chemical sep aration procedure for Ba from My1ar
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ppt. BaS04]
F. Tables of the recoil propenies and the reaction yields of the photofission
products from i97Au
       The observed mean ranges, FPV and BJ>V, in unit of pg/cm2 of i9'Au and the forward-
to-backward ratios, E/B, are given in Tables Fl-1 - Fl-39.
       The weighted mean values ofFnZ and BJ47 in unit of pg/cm2 of '9'Au at E,ll600
MeV are given in the 4th and 5th columns of Table F2, respectively, together with the F/B
ratios in the 6th column. The kinetic energies, T, in unit ofMeV, which were calculated based
on the two step vector velocity model, are given in the 7th column of Table F2. The mean
ranges, 2PV(F+B), in unit ofmg/cm2 ofAu, are also given in the 8th column.
       The obtained yields for the 58 fission products from i97Au in unit of pb per
equivalent quanta (pb/eq.q.) are summarized in Table F3. Also included are their formation
types (I: independent yield; C-: cumulative yield by B- decay; C+: cumulative yield by B'
decay or electron capture). The yield values in italics were obtained from the activities found
in the catcher foil.
       The total chain yields in unit of pb/eq.q. for the mass chains ofA=42, 43, 46-48, 56-
60 65 66 71-77 82-84 86-89 91 92 95-97 99 103 105 112 126 128 129 and 131 are
  )7)              ))               ))              ))         ))                    ))             7);
summarized in Table F4.
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Table Fl-1. 0bsetved recoil properties of t3iBa from i9'Au. Table Fl-7• Observed recoil properties of i03Ru from 197 Au.
Eo(1 eV) FW (pglcm ) BW (pgtcm ) FIB Eo(MeV) FW (pg/cm ) BW (pglcm") FfB
1OOO 1400 Å} 400 550 Å} 310 2.56 Å} L54
Table Fl-2. 0bser'ved recoil properties of t29MBa from 197Au.
Eo (MeV) FW (1.tgtcm ) BW (1.tglcm ) FfB
1000 1400 Å} 700 880 Å} 450 1.6 Å} 1.0
Table Fl-3• Observed recoil properties of i28Ba frorn 197N.
Eo (1 eV) FW (1.tglcm ) BW (s.tgt'crn ) FfB

































































































Table Fl-4. 0bserved recoil properties ofiiOMAg from i97Au,












































































































































































































































































.!ti2!l!gE!;!1:.9!IEsxsE!.!blFlllObservd 1 f'`Tfr A











 L03 Å} O,22
O.529 Å} O.130
 L03 Å} O.16
 L05 Å} O,19
 L04 Å} O.27
O.692 Å} O.327






























Table Fl-12. 0bserved recoil ptDperties of 96Nb from i9'An.
Table Fl-16. 0bserved recoil pr<rperties ofnsr from i9'Au.
Eo (MeV) FW (ptglcm ) BW (Ftg!crn ) FfB





































































      1.05 Å}
      1.45 Å}
      1.14 Å}
220 L02 Å}
      L12 Å}
330 L43 Å}

















Table Fl-13. 0bserved recoil properties of9SNb ftum '9'Au.
Table Fl-17. 0bserved reooil properties of9isr frQm i9'An.
Eo(MeV) FW (ILglcm ) BW (ptglcm2) F/B























































































Table Fl-1& Observed recoil ptoperties of9eMy from i9'An.
Eo(MeV) FW (pgl(rm ) BW (pg/cm ) F/B
`e}gls\!sR\#\ligu2!E!Iss\\gpa:A\i,9SZr' im i97Au.
























































































































































TableFl-19.0bservedrecoilpropertiesof Zrfrern Au.su 191 \!4S,!Iliiill?\2SfLiEII9ELR!9geSi\!.ii?-giEiLllk
Table Fl-23. 0bserved recoil roperties ofseRb from i97Au,
-1:;i-:Fk;;;•i!ii---iL;-IE:-"`"'::;;'7:rms







































































TableFl-24.0bservedreooilpropertiesof Rbfrom Au.su 197
Table Fl-20. 0bserved recoil properties of ssZr from 197Au. Eo (MeV) FW (yg!cm ) BW (pglcm ) FIB



























































































Table Fl-25. 0bserved recoil properties of Rb fromg3 197Au.
-i-:;"ii;"'ktt')`M:-"rE-':;B;:T;'7:'1':w cm F/BEo(MeV) FW (pgtcrn ) (pgl )













2170 Å} 130 1750 Å}
2300 Å} 1`ro 1790 Å}
2480 Å} 290 2`")O Å}
2410 Å} 110 2130 Å}
2480 Å} 220 22op Å}
2450 Å} 150 1990 Å}
2280 Å} 240 21SO Å}
2740 Å} 330 2690 Å}
1960 Å} 230 1840 Å}
2070 Å} 330 2050 Å}























!100 2330 Å} 140 1860 Å} 130
1000 1800 Å} 190 1660 Å} 190
9SO
900 2350Å} 200 1990Å} 160
800 2370 Å} 370 2090 Å} 320
700 1910 Å} 230 1880 Å} 200






































.!tlsb!s.E!:IZ:.99bl F1270bserved 1 pertsesof Brfr "A


























2420 Å} 150 2280 Å}
Table Fl-28. 0bserved recoil pr ies of76As from 197Au.













3080 Å} 470 2370 Å}




800 4000Å} 500 3500Å} 300
700
650 3300 Å} 500 3100 Å} 500
550
500 4600Å} 700 3900Å} 600
400 2300Å} 600 3600Å} 500
350 2300Å} 900 2700Å} 800
300 4300 Å} 1700 4200 Å} 1400
  L19 Å} O.06
  O.978 Å} O.066
150 L06 Å} O.07
  L12 Å} O.06
  L08 Å} O.06
  L05 Å} O.06
  O.923 Å} O.058
  L12 Å} O.16
  120 Å} O.12
  1.08 Å} O.11
340 1.30 Å} O.23
  L12 Å} O.25
met(MeV)FW(pglcm) BW(pglcm) F/B





























































Table Fl-33. 0bserved recoil properties of'it"zn from iYAu.
Eo (MeV) FW (lt{4cm ) BW (pg/cm ) FfB
Table Fl-30. 0bserved recoil ptoperties of '`As fforn "'Au.








































































Table Fl-34. 0bsen'ed recoil properties of 69rnzn from i97Au,
Table Fl-38. 0bserved recoil properties of`6sc from i97Au.





































































1000 3130 Å} 1390 3800 Å} 1660 O,823 Å} O.478
Table Fl-39. 0bserved recoil properties ot' 2`Na from i97Au,






















Table Fl-35. 0bserved recoil properties of 65Ni from i9'Au.
Eo(MeV)
   '
FW (,uglcrn')































  1.21 Å}
700 L37 Å}
  O.840 r
380 LOI Å}
• O.753 Å}














Table Fl-36. 0bserved recoil properties of59Fe from i97Au.







































































































Table F2. Averaged recoil properties of the photofission products from 197Au at Eo ,>,= 600MeV.




















































































































































































 2.6 Å} L6
 1•6 Å} laO





 1.2 Å} O,5
 L3 Å} O.3
 1.0 Å} O.4
O.856 Å} 0213
 1.1 Å} O.2
 1.1 Å} O.2




1,18 Å} O. 10
 12 Å} O.2
 1.1 Å} O.8
1.20 Å} O.36
L18 Å} O. 17
O.992 Å} O.205
1.17 Å} O.29
L15 Å} O. 17
LIO Å} O. 15
L12 Å} O.49
 1.0 Å} O.2
1.33 Å} 1.03
 L2 Å} O.3
1.06 Å} O.10
 1.1 Å} O.6
O.86 Å} O.30
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G• YieRd curves for the photofission products from i97Au
      The observed yields in unit of pb per equivalent quanta (pb/eq.q.) for 41 mass chains
in the range of42:$A ;IS 131 are shown as a function of bremsstrahlung end-point energy, E,,
in Figs. Gl-1 - Gl-41. The formation types (I: independent yield, C-: cumulative yield by B-
decay; C+i cumuiative yield by B' decay or electron capture) are given in the inset of each
figure. The yields obtained from the activities found in the target and the catcher foil are
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